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S T E L L I N G E N

1. Fellgett en Linfoot gaan er, bij hun beschouwingen aangaande

de informatie inhoud van onder coherente verlichtingsomstandig-

heden ontstane optische afbeelding, ten onrechte van uit dat

golffuncties meetbare grootheden zijn.

Fellgett, P.B., and Linfoot, E.H., 1955, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc,

A247, 369.

2. Er bestaat een controverse ten aanzien van de vraag of een op-

tische afbeelding ontstaan onder incoherente verlichtingsom-

standigheden meer, dan wel evenveel informatie bevat als een,

onder overigens vergelijkbare omstandigheden, bij een coherente

belichting gemaakte afbeelding. Deze controverse vloeit voort

uit het feit dat onvergelijkbare grootheden vergeleken worden

en is uiteindelijk een gevolg van het in stalling 1 gesigna-

leerde.

Walther, A., 1970, J.O.S.A., 60, 141.

Toraldo di Franaia, G., 1969, J.O.S.A., 59, 799.

3. De door Paley en Wiener gegeven rechtvaardiging van fonnule

(29.36) in het door hun geschreven boek: Fourier transforms

in the complex domain, 1934, Amer. Math. Soo., is onvoldoende

en suggereert ten onrechte dat ieder lineair onafhankelijk en

volledig stelsel functies een biorthogonaal stelsel heeft dat

volledig is.

4. Het is te betreuren dat de door Cauchy ontwikkelde methode om

randwaarde problemen op te lossen niet algemeen herkend wordt

als een machtig hulpmiddel bij het oplossen van differentiaal

vergelijkingen waarbij de randvoorwaarden uit continuiteits

voorwaarden bestaan (zoals gebruikelijk in de fysica), en

waarop, derhalve, de Sturm -Liouville theory in het algemeen

niet toepasbaar is.

Cauahy, A.L., 1827, MSmoire sur I'application du aalaul dee



v&sidus a la solution des problemes de physio mathematique,

Pavis: De Buve FrSres.

5. Uit de eigenwaarden van het randwaarde probleem:
2 2 2 2 2

t O /3x + 3 /Sy ) + k ] Y(x,y) = 0, V=0 op de rand van een enk-

elvoudig samenhangend gebied S, is de rand van S te bepalen.

6. De electromagnetische eigentrillingen van een homogene isotrope

dielectrische geleidende bol, ingebed in een homogeen isotroop

medium, is volledig.

7. Misell betoogt ten onrechte dat inelastisch verstrooide elec-

tronen geen inforraatie omtrent structuren kleiner dan = 2 nm

in het verstrooiende object bevatten.

Misell, D.L., 1973, Adv. in Eleatr. and Electron phys., 32,

p. 112. Hfst. 3 van dit proefsahvift.

8. De uitspraken: "De orde van de functie is een " en "De functie

is bandbegrensd", zijn voor een holomorfe functie equivalent.

Hfst. 6 van dit pvoefsohHft.

9. Een conclaaf is een canoniek ensenble.

10. Gelet op het geringe percentage van de in de gamma wetenschap-

pen afgestudeerde studenten, dat promoveert, kan men zich af-

vragen of zij de titel doctorandus terecht voeren.

Stellingen behorende bij het

proefschrift van A.M.J. Huiser.

Fundamental Problems in the Evaluation

of Electron Micrographs,

Groningen, 23 februari 1979
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NOTE :If no integration bounds are indicated, the integration

extends over all possible values of the integration vari-
able

a,b :The bounds of the object (in systems with one lateral
dimension) p.80.

A(.) :Aperture function A(£)=l for £6a ,and =0 elsewhere, p.40.

C ,C :The spherical and chromatical aberration constants, p. 23
s c

c :h2/2m for electrons, and h/8iryn (in Si-units) for photons,

p. 19.

:Arbitrary real constant.

:Base of the natural logarithm, or chargs of a proton.
:The energy of a photon or electron, p.12.

:Focal length, p.23.

(.) :Fourier transform of the intensity distribution in the
image plane pertinent to the defocussing Az and Az.,
respectively, p. 63 and 64. J

:The intensity distribution in the pupil plane, p.91.

:See p.80.

:Planck's constant/2ir.

:i2=-l. (also summation index in App. A)

„(.) :The intensity distribution in the image plane and the pu-
* pil plane, respectively, p.19 and p.59.

j :Summation index.

j_,j ,j_ :The probability current density, its z-cotnponent and its
component perpendicular to the z-axis. p. 28.

k,k :The wave number, (also summation index in Ch. 7}• p. 13.

SL- :The distance between source plane and object plane in

CTEM, p.36, and source plane and pupil plane in STEM, p.41.

I, :The distance between detector plane and object plane p.42.

m :Mass of an electron, (also summation index in Ch. 7)

M :Lateral magnification, p. 15.

O(h(z)) :"0f the order of h(z)"

P(.;E) :Component of the wave function in the exit pupil pertinent
to the energy E. p. 15.

P(.) :Fourier transform of the object wave function, p. 39.

Q(.) :Fourier transform of an object wave function which gives
(approximately) the same intensity distributions as P(.)

p. 65.
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:Distance between pupil plane and image plane, p. 15.

:Transmission function of the object, p.78.

:Transmission function of an object which gives rise to the
same measured intensity distributions as T(.). p. 79.

:Time.

:The wave functions in the object plane and image plane,
respectively, p. 15

:The time average of the potential distribution within the
object, p. 27

:The x- and y-co-ordinates of a,point in the source plane.

:(xs>ys). P. 36

:The x- and y-co-ordinates of a point in the detector plane.

:(xd,yd). p. 42

:The x- and y- co-ordinates of a point in the object plane.

:(xQ,yo). p. 15

:The x- and y-co-ordinates of a point in the image plane.

:(xi,yi). p. 15.

:=x. in Ch. 7 and 8.

:A point in the image space, p. 13.

:The co-ordinate along the axis of symmetry of the optical
system, p. 11

:The locations of the object plane, pupil plane, and image
plane, respectively, p. II.

:See p.28.

:The boundaries of the exit pupil, (in systems with one
lateral dimension) p.63.

:The mutual intensity of the effective illumination, p.78.

:The mutual intensity, p.20.

:The mutual intensity in the absence of an object, p.36.

:The Dirac delta function.

:The difference in the defocussing pertinent to two images.
p.67 and p.88.

:-S(.)-T(.). p.79.

:The x- and y-co-ordinates of a point in the pupil plane,
p. 15.

:(£,n). p.15.

:The wave length (2iT/k). p. 17.

:The mean free path length for plasmon exitation. p.31.
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ijj(.;.)

<)i(.)

: 3.14...

:See p.80 and 81.

:The extent of the exit pupil, p.14.

:The order of a function, p.83.

:The plamon frequency, p. 30.

:The scattering angle, p.30.

:hw /2E . p. 30.
P

:The electron wave function (or complex potential), and
the same pertinent to the energy E. p.12.
:The wave aberration function, p. 17.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. Introduction

During the last decades, an increasing interest in the numerical

treatement of optical images has developed, not in the least due the

growing possibilities of computer systems. As a consequence interpreta-

tion problems have become more urgent. An accurate definition, to be

given later, of the information one wishes to obtain become indispen-

sable. Having this stated, the question arises how this information can

be related to measurable quantities, in particular to the images .

The next stage consists of the development of methods to retrieve this

information from these measurable quantities. Simultaneously one might

ask whether the chosen method is the most suitable one, or sometimes

even whether it is at all suitable to obtain the desired information.

In this connection, an information theoretical assessment of optical

images is necessary (perhaps even with a link to decision theory).

Before such a theory can become usefull the problems formulated above

have to be answered. In this thesis we shall try to do so for the case

of electron microscopy. We will not try to give an information theore-

tical treatement of electron microscopical images. Though interesting

results have been achieved in that direction , a satisfactory theory

asks for further research.

In order to be able to give a meaningful and, above all, usefull

definition of the information one wishes to obtain from electron micro-

graphes, Chapters II and III of this thesis are devoted to the problem

how the structure of the objects one usually encounters in electron

microscopy (particularly biological specimens) relates to the recorded

images. Its solution can be subdevided into two stages. In the order of

their occurrence in the microscope we have:

1 The scattering by the object of fast electrons from the source.

2 The propagation of the scattered electrons through the rest of the

microscope.

6



In order to be able to decide which properties of the scattered wave

determine the image , and therefore possibly may be retrieved, we

start with a discussion of the second stage. It appears that the mutu-

al intensity (henceforth abbreviated with MI) in the object plane (a
2)

plane immediately behind the object) determines the image . In the

Fresnel approximation, the MI is proportional to the ensemble average
*

<ty (ii)lKiin)> where t is the wave function of the scattered wave (both

x. and X. indicate points in the object plane). In Chapter 3 we develop

a model which enables us to calculate the MI in the object plane,under

conditions which usually apply in electron microscopy (hereafter deno-

ted with EM), such as small angle scattering. We shall find that the

phase of the MI in the object plane is approximately equal to the pro-

jection onto the object plane along the direction of incidence of the

illuminating beam»of the time average of the electrostatic potential

distribution within the object, in the point x minus the same in x .

This means that if a(x) denotes this projection, the phase of the MI

in the object plane is approximately equal to cx(x, )-aOO . The ampli-

tude attenuation is negligible. With this knowledge, "The phase of the

MI in the object plane", is most suitably defined as the primary infor-

mation we wish to obtain in EM. Thus we arrive at the so-called " Phase

Problem" in EM.

The Phase Problem in Electron

With the phase problem we come to a fundamental aspect of the inter-

pretation problem in EM. For a better understanding of this phase pro-

blem we like to mention first that measured quantities are always inten-

sity distributions (denoted by I) in a plane. Such a quantity is pro-

portional to <i> (x)i|j(x)> withjt in a plane in image space (we shall call

this plane image plane). Furthermore we note that, obviously, I is a

function of two scalar variables. The MI in the object plane is a func-

tion of four variables. One can imagine that a reconstruction of the lat-

ter quantity is not possible from a single intensity measuremant without

a priori information. In Chapter 6 we shall see that a reconstruction

is possible from a large number of images, all corresponding to diffe-

s
'A



4)
rent values of the defocussing . In principle one needs an mfinety of

such images. Even a simplified version is hardly practical in actual

situations. For a useful solution method a proiri information is indis-

pensable and fortunately also available:

Under certain instrumental conditions (to be dicussed in Chapter A)

the scattered wave, as far as it contributes to the image, can be con-

sidered as coherent. This means that <i|)*(x,)i|)(xo)> = <JJ*(X. )iKx.). In that

cas<? the phase problem is reduced to the determination of the wave func-

tion in the object plane; a function of two scalar variables. This pro-

blem can be considered as solved within the diffraction limits set by

the instrument, if one is able to determine the phase of the wave func-

tion in the image plane. Since under these circumstances the intensi-

ty in a plane is proportional to the square of the modulus of the wave

function in that plane, the problem then is to determine the argument

of a complex function from its modulus and, if one uses the intensity

distribution in more than one plane, the modulus of one or more linear

transforms of this function. This kind of problems arise in all sorts
o)

of scattering physics , like nuclear scattering, coherence theory,

X-ray and electron-diffraction, and historically for the first time, in
i 4)

astronomy.(Michelson s stellar interferometer ). Therefore, it is not

surprising that, until now, most proposals for solving the phase pro-

blem in EM presuppose the the validity of the coherent approximation.

Schiske noted that the phase problem can be solved if a set of at

least two images in different parallel planes is available, if the ob-

ject scatters only a small fraction of the incident electrons. In Chap-

ter 5 of this thesis we show that Schiske's method also can be used if

the object is not a weak scatterer. Also in that case the phase of the

MI can be uniquely determined. It has been assumed that the illumina-

tion is coherent. In Chapter.6 we show that two images corresponding to

different defocuesing also admit a unique solution of the phase problem

if the illumination is not fully coherent.

Finally we shall investigate a method, proposed by Gerchberg and

Saxtonf w ich aims at retrieving the phase ot the wavt> function in the

image plane from image nad diffraction pattern, also using the coherent

approximation. In th Chapters 7 and 8 we show that under conditions

which cannot be imposed at will, a unique solution is possible.

8



Refevenoes

1 The image is defined in Section 2.3.

2 The mutual intensity has also been defined in Section 2.3.

3 Fellgett, P.B., and Linfoot, E.H., 1955, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., A

247., 369.

4 In STEM, the detector current for a certain positioning of the scan-

ning spot can be considered as the intensity in the illuminated point.

5 Michelson, A.A., and Pease, F.G., 1921, Astrophys. J.,5Ji, 249.

6 Schiske, P., 1968, 4 Europ. Reg. Conf. Electron Microscopy: Rome,

Vol. 1, p. 145.

7 Gerchberg, R.W., and Saxton, W.O., 1971, Optik, ̂ 4_, 275.

8 Kohler, P., and Mandel, L., 1973, J.O.S.A., 62, 126, see particular-

ly Ref. 4.



CHAPTER II

IMAGE FORMATION

2,1 Intvoduation

Since the properties of optical imaging systems play an important

role in the evaluation of optical images, this chapter will be

devoted to a discussion of image formation and the derivation of some

basic equations. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of an

optical imaging system. In microscopy the semi-transparent object

on the left is illuminated by a beam of light or electrons. The

p
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holder 1 |
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Figure 1

Schematic representation of an optical imaging system.
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specimen will scatter this incident beam in a way which is characte-

ristic for the object, thus in the forward direction giving rise to

a modified wave. The plane immediately behind the object, we shall

call the object plane. This modified wave carries information about

the object and hence is of interest. The scattering process is not

considered here, but will be treated in Chapter II. In astronomy

the object itself emits electro-magnetic waves in which object

properties are encoded.

The interpretation of the wave emerging from the object in terms

of the object structure may pose a considerable problem. In most

cases, the knowledge of the wave function in the object plane

z = z (the object wave function), seems the most favourable starting

point for the determination of the object structure. In many cases,

however, a measurement in the object plane is impossible, e.g.

because the details are too small (microscopy) or because the object

plane is beyond reach (astronomy). The idea of optical imaging sys-

tems is to reproduce, apart from spatial scaling factors, the object

wave function in the image plane: z = z., so as to make the observ-

ables in the object plane directly accessible to measurements. This

reproduction property will be used in Section 3 to derive an equa-

tion which describes the propagation through the lens system,

without the need to enter into the details of its construction.

In the case of electron microscopy, however, the defects in the

image formation play a very important role and will be considered

in more detail in Section 5.

The finiteness of the transverse dimensions of the optics limits

the accuracy with which the object wave function can be reproduced.

Behind the imaging system we have therefore introduced an aperture

which represents this finiteness. This aperture is called the exit ijj

pupil, the plane of the aperture: z = z is called the plane of the 3
I) . e *

exit pupil . In microscopy the exit pupil is usually a diaphragm -]
2 ) :'•

in the so-called Fraunhofer plane of the objective . In telescopes ,-S

the exit pupil normally coincides with the aperture of the $

objective . Essential is that behind the exit pupil the wave propa-

II



gates through free space (i.e. a homogeneous isotropic medium, e.g.

vacuum) until it reaches the image plane. This stage of the image

formation will be considered in Section 2.

In Section 4 we consider the question, which quantity one usual-

ly measures in the image plane. It is well known from quantum

mechanics that the wave function itself is a non-measurable quan-
4)

tity , nor can the instantanuous electric field vector (or magnetic

field vector) of a light wave be measured. We shall see later that

this fact severely complicates the determination of the object wave

function.

2.2 The propagation from exit pupil to image plane

Unlike the propagation from object plane to exit pupil, where

the construction details of the lenses play an important role, a

generally valid discussion of the propagation from exit pupil to

image plane can be given. From this discussion some fundamental

properties of imaging systems follow. Notwithstanding the apparent

differences between electromagnetic waves and electron waves, both

cases can be treated simultaneously. Green et al. have pointed

out that electromagnetic waves, which are vectorial waves, can in

free space be described by a single complex (scalar) potential,

which has properties closely resembling those of the Schrodinger

wave function of a free particle in the non-relativistic case,

neglecting the electron spin. The expressions for measurable quanti-

ties such as the energy current density are, apart from irrelevant

factors, equal
5,6)

. For monochromatic waves of energy E, i.e.

ijj(x,t)
—

(x) exp i -i(E/h)t] , where \p stands for either the
—

complex potential or the Schrodinger wave function, the propagation

is described by the Helmholtz equation:

<I<EOO = 0. (2.1)

From the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for a free electron:

12



•

I
tf

— fc 2 " t —

we infer that for electrons k = (2

For the complex potential we have:

Aip(x,t) = - L i — <(, (x,t),
cz at2

(2.2a)

hence, for photons, k = (2.2b)

According to the definition of the exit pupil, the waves emerging

from the exit pupil propagate through free space. Therefore, the

formalism developed by Green et al. can be applied. The complex po-

tential will henceforth be called wave function. Restricting for the

moment our considerations to monochromatic waves, the propagation is

described by (2.1). From the theory of Green's iunctions we know

that an infinity of functions G(x ,x ;k) exists, such that the
8) —o — l

following equation holds
8)

( 2 > 3 )

where a encloses x. (the normal points outward from the closed

Figure 2

The surface a.

\i

txit pupil
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surface a). We take the plane of the exit pupil as a part of a; we

close the surface with a hemi-sphere of infinite radius to the right

of the plane of the exit pupil: z = z (see Figure 2).

For G(x_,x ;k) we choose an expression due to Raleigh and Sommer-

f e id9>:

ikr ikr'
G(xo>X|;k) = — - — (2.4a)

with r = (y,-y0)
2 (2.4b)

and r- = (2 (2.4C)

It is easily seen that G vanishes for z = z
10) ° e

radiation condition is fulfilled , i.e. if:

If the Sonunerfeld

lim r[iKr)ik " ^ 0, (2.5)

which means that we consider outgoing waves only, Equation (2.3)

can be simplified. Due to (2.5), the contribution to the integral

from the part of o at infinity, vanishes. Hence:

— V-o)VG(-o'-l;k)> (2.6)
2 =z o
o e

where we have dropped the second term of the integrand since G

vanishes for z = z . Inserting (2.4a) in (2.6) we obtain:
o e

ikr
(2.7)

z =z
o e

where we used that:JJL 1
ikr

\-K r
3z rI J , =z =z .

o e

Since ̂ ( x ,y ,z ) vanishes outside the exit pupil, the integration

in (2.7) can be confined to the extent of this exit pupil: a .

It can be verified that the resulting .expression for ij/ (x.) fulfils

14



Eq. (2.5). Usually, the linear dimensions of image and exit pupil

are very small as compared with their irutual distance, i.e.

Under these circumstances, called Fresnel imaging conditions,

r. = [r] _ can be approximated by:
1 -1 ~ -i

, * ( V X ° ) 2
 +

 (yi"yo)

2 R|

where R. = z.-z is the radius of the Gaussian reference sphere

Introducing the abbreviations:

(2.8)

12)

i

(2.9)

Equation (2.7) becomes for points in the image plane:

ikR£ —
U.(x,;E) = e (

r2 a
1 e

d2CP(C;E) exp

.ik ^xexP <R~ Si'i^
i

U^(x2 + C2)
Ri -j - J

(2.10)

Here, we assumed that k » — , which condition always will be ful-
ri

filled in experimental configurations.

2.3 The propagation through the lens system

We consider an optical imaging system, designed to reproduce as

accurately as possible the object wave function, apart from scaling

factors. The reproduction is called- the image and the spatial scaling

factor the lateral magnification M. In the ideal case we should then

have: (~ denotes:"proportional to")
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UQ(xi/MsE) ~ U ^ x ^ E ) , (2. II)

where U (x ;E) denotes the wave function in the object plane:

In (2.12) it has been assumed implicitly that the electromagnetic

waves in the object plane can be described in terms of the complex

potential. For this it is sufficient that the object is embedded

in a homogeous isotropic medium . No further implicit assumptions

are contained in (2.11). *

Under the assumption that (2.11) is valid, the propagation from

object plane to exit pupil can be found by a simple Fourier trans-

formation of (2.10) . We find:

P(£;E) ~ eikRi / d2X U ( x exp [- )

• exp ( - ^ H x o £) for £ e ag (2.13)

= 0 x elsewhere.

Hence, the support of the Fourier transform of U (x ;E) =

= U (x ;E) exp ("• •* • M2 x2) must lie within the exit pupil if ;
O ~"O <£ tx. ~*O

1 ,j
(2.11) is to be fulfilled. The finiteness of the exit pupil thus I

limits the class of objects which can be imaged correctly. Spatial .j
i

frequencies which correspond to values of £ outside the exit pupil j
29) !will not be transferred. Assuming the image formation to be perfect S

for the class of objects for which this is possible, we have, using

(2.10) and (2.13):

Ui(xi;E) ~ J d
2x U Q(X O;E) J d

2? exp \~ £ (Mx^-x^) (2.14)
e :i

The aberrations of optical instruments for visible light such as y •

microscopes and telescopes are so small that (2.14) describes the Jfi'.-

image formation adequately. In electron-microscopy the prospects for «•'"!

16



producing ideal (i.e. aberration-free) lisnses are less favourable.

Scherzer has, for instance, shown that it is impossible to make

lenses without spherical aberration (we shall explain this notion

later). In fact, the amount of spherical aberration from which

electron lenses suffer is enormous.

In order to implement the iffeet of aberrations in (2.14) it

is customary to consider the case of a single point source in the

object plane, i.e. U (x';E) = 6(x - x 1 ) . In that ideal case the
o —o -o -o

wave function in the exit pupil would be (see Equation (2.I3)):

I
e x p

(2.15)

In the presence of aberrations, P (£;E) will be distorted with

respect to the right-hand side of °(2.1S). Then we must write:

P (i;E)
-o

exp [^ (C2 - H ^ ) ^ M

• exp

where the (possibly complex) function 4> (x ,C.;k) describes the

deviations of the actual wave front from the ideal wave front

X (= 2ir/k). The index z indicates that in generalin units

will depend on the location of the object plane: z = z .

If we do not consider non-linear optical materials, the extension

of (2.16) for the case of a general object giving rise to the object

wave function U (x ;E) is:
o —o

P(£;E) ~ d2x Uo(xo;E) exp M2xx)])] •
exp [ik(f>z (xo,?;K) + ̂ M x o'd

L o i •

(2.17)

Inserting (2.17) into (2.10) we obtain: u
17



J d2x U ( X Q ; E ) exp |ik<|> (x , £ ; k ) j •

• exp [ i ^ £ «(Mxo - x . ) j , (2.18)

which is, in fact, the generalization of (2.14) for optical systems

having aberrations. The function <(> is called the aberration-

function. An approximate exptression for the aberrationfi'.nction

applying to electron microscopy will be given in Section 5.

2.4 The intensity distribution

Untill now we restricted our consecrations to monochromatic i

waves. This restriction is not necessary and also not realistic :

since purely monochromatic waves never occur, (very good approxi- 0
27) r

mations do, however, exist). I.;

To generalize Equation (2.10) to wave functions with a non- f

harmonic time dependence we note that such wave functions can be '.

decomposed into monochromatic components : ;

<J)(x,t) = /dE t|j (x) exp (.— t).
— E* — n i

i

Hence also: ]

F(£;t) = /dE P(£;E) exp (—• t). .]

The propagation of each Fourier component P(£;E) is described by "}

Equation (2.10). Hence we have in the image plane: ,j

l k Ri -iRi- , -iE r , 4
U.(x.;t) = e ( — ) I dE exp (—r— t) J d £ (?;E) ;j
1 ""1 ? n — •;

r o e'
i e *

«pfr vi + ir^-£2)l . (2.20) }
L i i J J

1

which is the generalization of (2.10) to wave functions with a |
•non-harmonic time dependence. '

i
A very important aspect of image formation is the fact that the

18



4)
wave function itself is a non-measurable quantity . Therefore,

the formulation of image formation in terms of wave functions is un-

satisfactory, and. must be reformulated in terms of measurable quantities.

The most widely-spread measuring method implies recording of the

image on photographic material 15) In such a process the intensity

of the energy flow perpendicular to the plane of the film, integrated

over a certain period of time 2 T (the exposure time of the film)

large compared to h/E, is decisive . For brevity, we shall hence-

forth call this quantity "intensity". Both, quantum theory and the

formulism develop by Green et al. lead to the following expression

for the intensity in the image plane:

I.(x.) _/ dt c [u*(x.;t) J_ ) ^ U.(x.;t)

(2.21)
where, as usual, the plane of the photographic material is

chosen perpendicular to the z-axis. For electro-magnetic waves the

constant c equals (8iiy )-1(in SI units), while for electron beams

c = fi2/2m. Insertion of Equation (2.20) into the expression for the

intensity yields:

T 3

I . (x . ) = 2 c / d t J d E j d E ' £• — J d2?/ d25' P(£;E)
-T R? a. o.

L2RP(£';E') exp [||-(£2 - £'2) - & x.. (£ - £')]•
L i i J

(2.22)

Equation (2.22) can be simplified if we confine ourselves to quasi-

monochromatic waves, i.e. to the cases in which P(^;E) is only non-

vanishing within a small energy interval of width AE around a mean

energy E . This restriction is not too severe since it applies to

many practical situations. If AE is small enough to assure that, in

Equation (2,22), only the energy dependence of P(£;E) exp(-r— t)

(and its complex conjugate) has to be taken into account^)

19



(k varies with E), we can write:

?£T(£,£•) e x p ^ ^ 2 - £l2)]

x. (£-£'

with

E k T
r(J,,£') = 2c -^— J dt JdEjdE'P(£;E)P*(£';E')

exp[-i(E-E')t/fi]

(2.23)

(2.23a)

k is the wave number belonging to waves of energy E ;
0 2 2 o

tl ko
E = —^— for electrons and E = lik c for photons. The term
o " m o o

0{(kR.) '}has been neglected since (kR^)"1 will be

much less than unity in experimental configurations. Carrying out

the integrations with respect to E and E1 in (2.23 ) we find, using

(2.19):

pi. Ti

0 ° 2c J dtP(£;t)P*(£';t
-T

h
(2.24)

An alternative expression for r(£,£') can be found if the integra-

tion with respect to t is carried out first if T >> h/AE this

integration yields approximately a Dirac delta function. Using

this delta function to carry out the integration with respect to

E' we obtain:

T(£,£') = 2c E k h/dEP(£;E)P*(£';E) (2.25)

The function r(£,£') is called mutual intensity; F(£,£) is called the

intensity distribution in the exit pupil. The definition of the

mutual intensity given in (2.24) differs slightly from the definition
19)

one can find in Born and Wolfi . However, under the assumption of

ergodicity, the two definitions are equal up to a constant factor.

Since definition (2.24) relates more directely to the quantities

20



which are normally measured, we prefer to retain our definition.

It remains to express r(£,£') in terms of the object wave function.

Inserting (2.17) into (2.25) we have:

r(£,£') * 2 CE ok ohJdE/d
2x o/dV Uo(xo,E) U*(xo';E) •

• exp 1^2. M(x £,-x''V) + - ^ (C2-C'2+M2x2-Mxl2) ]•
LRj ~° ° ~ 2R£ ~ ~ -o -o J

• exp ik 4 (x ,£:k) — ik 4> (x ,£;k) . (2.26)
I O Z — O — O 2 —O —

0 O

If, in addition, we assume that ik<)> (x ,£;k) is practically constant

within the interval AE, so that k may be replaced by k , the inte-

gration with respect to E can be carried out after having inter-

changed the c

This yields:

changed the order of integration with respect to E and x and x'.

fiko
U A 1 V" *« / tiXU 1 1*1 \2s. ^ « ^ i

L i

k
exp |^-2- (£ -£l2+M2x2-Mzx^2) + iko{<J>z (xo>£;ko) -

i o

with:

F(x ,x ' ) = 2 CE k h /dE U (x ;E) U*(x^;E) (2.28)

Inserting (2.27) into (2.23) we get:

I . (x . ) - u / d ' x J d V r(x o ,x ; ) K(xo ,x.;ko) K*(x',x.;ko) (2.29)

«with .̂
k ''"]

k(x ,x. ;k ) = — / d2^ exp ( ik <)) (x ,£;k )] • •:
i o o ••-,)

ik ik i h\
(2.30) «;)•
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K(x ,x.;k ) is called the amplitude point-spread function.

A very important role in optics is played by fields which have
17)

the property that T can be factorized

function P(£) such that

i.e. there exists a

(2.31)

is up to an energy dependent factor equal to P(£;E), which

follows from (2.25). Fields which possess this factorization

property are called spatially coherent and will play a very impor-

tant r°le in the following chapters.

2.2 The aberration function.

Equation (2.27) shows that the influence of aberrations leads

to an additional factor:

exp [iko {<j>z (xo,£;ko) - <f>Zo(xo,i';ko)}] . Obviously, large

variations in (f will degrade the image and therefore have to be
zo

avoided. In Section 2.3 we have mentioned that large aberrations
13)

are inherent to electron lenses . Consequently, large variations

in <J> (x ,C.;k ) can only be avoided by placing small stops in the

pupil and object planes. The finite extent of the photographic plate

in the image plane acts effectively as an aperture in the object

plane. In high resolution electron microscopy, this effective

aperture is very small because of the high magnifications which are

used for this purpose. Specifically, it is much smaller than the

exit pupil, which can not be arbitrarily reduced in size since that

would limit the resolution, as we have seen in Section 2.3. In

such a situation it seems natural to approximate <f> by a Taylor
zo

series expansion in ̂  and x . As is usually done, we shall confine

ourselves to terms up to the fourth order. This approach can,

however, only be justified by experimental data. Not all possible

terms to the fourth order have to be taken into account. To a very

good approximation, electron optical lenses are rotationally
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20)
symmetric . Consequently, the coefficients of the terms which

violate the rotational symmetry will be very small, so that only
21)

quadratic terms of this sort can become important. Glaser has

shown that the perturbations described by these quadratic terms must

have a plane of symmetry through the z-axis. Only the second-order

terms which fulfil this symmetry requirement, have to be taken into

account. These considerations lead to the following expression
22)

for <$> (x ,C;k) , choosing the £- and x -axis in the plane of

symmetry:

V 2 - ' Bi p 2 +

Q jjft-FjPX-ejflo-CjXa-fjPa, (2.32)

where we have adopted Glaser"s notation:R ,p , x and a are the

elementary rotation invariants (i.e. all rotationally invariant

functions of (̂  and x can be expressed in terms of these four

variables): R = x2, p = jj_2, X = 5 *£ and o = |x A g\. Numerical

calculations by Storbeck indicate that of the third-order aberra-

tion coefficients, i.e. the coefficients of the fourth-order terms

in (2.32), only B and F. are important. B is called spherical

aberration and is usually replaced by: C = B " f1*, f being
S I

R./M the focal length of the lens system in question. F describes

the aberration called coma. Hence:

-2+V2" x
c III'

f

(2.33)
For clarity we mention that, though it is not explicitly expressed,

all aberration coefficients depend on k; particularly a,, and a,.

Not all terms of (2.33) are of equal importance. The first two

terms on the right-hand side of (2.33) can be removed by reforumlating

the image formation in terms of U (x ;E):
o ™o

U (x ;E) = exp ik(a,x +a,y')] U (x ;E) (2.34)
O ~O 1 O ./ O O ~"O
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Further simplification can be achieved by using as co-ordinates in

the object plane:

Defining:

Az = (a5+a6)f
2

and

and Az = (a5-a,)f
2

24).

(2.35)

equation (2.32) can be cast in the more conventional form

where we have abbreviated: £ = C/f.

AZ is called the defocussing; the constant AZ is usually referred
3-

to as axial astigmatism.

In high resolution microscopy, the object field (i.e. |x |) is

very small because of the large magnification. In view of this, the

term F.px., which depends on x , is usually also neglected. In that

case <j> does not depend on x any longer; the image formation is
z° ~o

then called isoplanatic.
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CHAPTER III

THE RELATION BETWEEN TEH OBJECT STRUCTURE AND IMAGE

3.1 The interaction between electron beam and objeot.

->

As the ultimate aim of electron microscopy is the determination of

extremely small details of the specimen, the question arises how elec-

tron micrographs can be related to the object structure. In the pre-

sent chapter we discuss this question. It necessitates a discussion

of the various scattering processes that take place within the object.

One can grossly distinguish two types of scattering:

1. The short range interactions of the impinging electrons with the

individual atoms or ion cores (i.e. the atom without the valence

and conduction electrons). It only very rarely results in an ener-

gy loss of the incident electron greater than the recoil energy of

the ion through excitation of the ion core. If the energy loss

equals the recoil energy of the atom (ion) one speaks of elastic

scattering.

2. Long-range interactions which are possible through collective co-

operation of (mainly) the conduction or valence electrons. This

type of interaction usually results in an energy loss of the in-

cident electron .

To study the first type of scattering it is customary to represent

the object by an electrostatic potential provided that one deals with

non-magnetic specimens (u °«1) . This description is adequate if the

momenta of the particles from which the specimen is made up are much

smaller than the momentum of the incident electron . The time-inde-

pendent Schrodinger equation becomes in this case :

^E — '—* v p ̂21' • (3.1)
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where 'I'pOO is a n electron wave function peri.inent to the energy

E=h2k2/2m. Let us assume that the incoming wave is a plane wave with

unit amplitude propagating along the z-axis: exp(ikz). At its pas-

sage through the object, the incident wave will be distorted:

exp(ikz)exp[ia(x) (3.2)

For z=-™> the wave will not yet be disturbed which leads to the boun-

dary value:

:a(x) ] =0
z=_co

(3.3)

Inserting (3.2) into (3.1) we find ':

2ik ~ exp{ia(x) ] + V2exp [ict(x)] = (2me/h2)V(x)exp [ia(x) 1 (3.4)

Let us assume that the term V2exp[ia(x.) ] can be neglected. We

shall see in a moment that this assumption is justified. With this

assumption Equation (3.4) becomes:

2ik ~- exp[ia(x)]^(2me/h2)V(x)exp[ia(x) J, (3.5)

With the boundary value (3.3), Eq. (3.5) is solved by:

a(x) =* - -jp. / V(x,y,z')dz'
fTk -»

(3.6)

To justify (3.5) we note that it is well known from experiments that

an overwhelming majority of the incident electrons is scattered with

in a cone with a top angle of 10 radians . Hence, if j is the

component of the probability current density j_ perpendicular to the

z-axis:

-2 , . |
iitk'° 111 (3.7)
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The probability current density expressed in terms of a(x) equals:

2(x)=(2h/m) [k£ + VRea(x)l .exp [-2Im(a(x))] .

(2 being the unit vector in the z-direction). Therefore, using Ine-

quality (3.7) and the fact that aOc) will be real according to (3.6):

»-•», 2 (3.8)

8)

According to Misell , in the example of graphite, eV(x) is on

the average in the order of 7eV. As the energy of the incident elec-

tron is usually about 100 keV, it follows from (3.5) that:

« k

Hence,together with (3.8):

|Vct(x)|« k .

To justify the assumption that the term:

f
x)] . exp[ia(x)] ,

can be neglected, it remains to be shown that V2a(x) is vanishingly

small. Since V(x) is generated by a set of point sources (see Appen-

dix A), V2V(x) vanishes almost everywhere. Therefore, according to

(3.6) V2a(x_) also vanishes almost everywhere, as was to be shown.

Thus we have found that the phase shift of the scattered wave with

respect to the undisturbed wave in the object plane is, to a good

approximation, proportional to the projection of the potential dis-

tribution in the object along the direction of incidence of the in-
9)

coming plane wave . This explains the great importance which is at-
tributed to the phase of the wave function in the object plane 10)
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Now, we shall turn our attention to the long-range interactions.

Normally, the electric field of an electron in the specimen is scree-

ned by the surrounding electrons; in other words, the fields of dis-

tant electrons have a tendency to cancel in the interior of the

charge distribution. Bohm and Pines have, however, shown that the

conduction and/or valence electrons can carry out collective oscil-

lations which are relatively stable. While passing through the ob-

ject, the incident electron can excite such an oscillation, called

plasmon, and will be scattered by the resulting electric field.
12)

Ferrell has shown that the differential cross-section per unit
volume for plasmon excitation is:

0,
*--J_ 0<0
0| 2.zo

6>-Qc (3.9)

where: Q_ = hu /2E, with E the energy of the incident electron and

(JJ the frequency of the collective oscillation, a is the Bohr ra-
p M ' o

dius (0,05 nm). In Ref.ll it has been shown that:

"P^VVS/ . <3-'°>

where n stands for the density of the electrons participating in the

oscillation. The energies belonging to such oscillations: hu , are

in the order of 20 eV . The'cutoff angle' 0=k /k has been intro-
c c

duced by Ferrell to account for the fact that below a wave length -I
equal to A =2n/k collective oscillations are impossible. A is in |3

13) c '
the order of a few interatomic distances . The resulting cross- -
section a for plasmon scattering following from (3.9) is: }'

?••

GEa*n* = ^ l ° s ( '
 + ^ | ) . (3.10tot 2a

- - - t •
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and the mean free path length A for 500 keV electrons in Carbon:

A = 1 / a t o t ~ 4 7 5
, -1

nm (3.12)

(we used that (G /0 ) z»l, see Ref. 13).

According to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, the product of

the momentum transfer A£ and the interaction range AJC is in the or-

der of h. Using the conservation of momentum and energy, a straight-

forward calculation shows that the transferred momentum is in the

order of Qg.p, where p is the momentum of the incident electron.

Therefore:

Ax 25 nm (3.13)

This shows that plasmon excitation is a relatively delocalized pro-

cesSs, which could already be anticipated from the collective nature

of plasmon oscillations.

3. 2 Scattering and coherence.

In the preceding chapter we have shown that the image intensity

distribution can be expressed in terms of the mutual intensity in
14)

the object plane: r(x ,x') . A calculation of this intensity thus

involves the evaluation of the integral:

^ J d t U o ( v t ) U * ( x ; ; t )

or alternatively:

(2.24)

(2.25)

1 Q\

If we assume that the imaging process is ergodic and statio-

nary, the time average (2.24) may be replaced by the corresponding

ensemble average: I
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(3.14)

The results of the preceding section therefore have to be translated

in terms of the mutual intensity in the object plane.

3.2.1 The short range interactions

We start with a discussion of the change of the mutual coherence

due to the short range interactions. As before, we shall assume that

the specimen is illuminated with a single plane wave propagating

along the z-axis. Inserting Equation (3.2) into (3.14) we find:

,x") ~ <exp[ia(x )-i (3.15)

under the assumption that (3.14) holds. If a.(x ) represents the

phase shift due to the j-th atom of the object, we can write ac-

cording to (3.6):

<1 exp[ia.(x )-ia.(x')]>.
j r j —o j —o

If the phase shifts a.(x ) can be supposed to be statistically inde-
15) J ~°

pendent we have:

As the phase shift due to a single atom will be in the order of

0,02 radians , the exponent is small enough to write:

r<2L,.2S^

leading to:

IT<[
J

r(x ,x') = exp[i<a(x )>-i
—o —o —o

x)
—o (3.16)

It can be seen that <a(x^)> is the projection along the propagation

direction of the illuminating beam, of the potential distribution
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due to the average charge density in the object. Henceforth, we

shall denote this latter quantity, i.e.: <a(x )>, by a(x ) instead

of retaining the former meaning of a particular realisation of a(x )

as used in (3.6).

Up to now we have assumed a plane wave illumination. This idea-

lized situation will never be encountered in practice. The angular

spread in the illuminating beam will, however, hardly ever exceed
-2 17)

10 radians . This means that the errors which will be introduced

by neglecting this angular spread are in the same order of magnitude

as those which were introduced by neglecting V2[exp{ia(x )}] in

Equation (3.4), see e.g. Inequality (3.8).

Let lf(x ;t) represent the wave function in the object plane in

absence of the object. Then, the wave function in the object plane

will in good approximation give rise to a mutual intensity equal to:

U (x' ;t)>exp[i«(x )-i
o —o —o

(3.17)

in the presence of an object.

3.2.2 The long range interaction

To calculate the change of the mutual intensity by plasmon scat-

tering, we assume that the object is homogeneous with respect to

these interactions. This means that we assume the time averaged elec-

tron density to be constant. In that case the mutual intensity must

be spatially stationary:

r(x ,x') = T(x -x1)
—o —o —o —o

The scattered wave may then be thought of as to emerge from an in-

coherent source (i.e.: T(x ,x') = <S(x -x')I(x )/k2 ; x in the

source plane) at infinity, called effective source . The angular

distribution of the electrons when leaving the specimen (forgetting

for the moment about the short range interactions) is given by Equa-

tion (3.9) (the scattering angle 0 has, of course, to be taken

with respect to the propagation direction of the incident plane wave.
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effective source

Figure 1.

The effective

source.

resulting
distribution
-.ale)

The 'effective source' should give rise to the same angular distribu-
tion. Therefore, the intensity distribution across this effective

11 \

source must be20.

f(E)
|x -e |<o
—s —o' c

(we do not consider multiple scattering), wheref^gives the direction

of incidence of the illumination: 0 =(k /k,k /k). The vector x has
—o x y —s

two components equal to the co-ordinates in the source plane divided

by i: the distance of the effective source (I >•=>). The suffix E of I

has been introduced in order to account for the fact that the angu-

lar distribution is energy dependent. The function f(E) has been de-

fined such that:

J 1

|X <0
'— s1 c

e 9 9
f(E)dE

is the intensity in the beam caused by the electrons which have an

energy between E and E+dE after
1

Using (2.20) and (2.23) we find

energy between E and E+dE after having passed through the object.
,22).
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I , ..d2xs 7F
|x -e |<0 "s 9p+|x -o |2

'—s —o1 c E '— s —o'

. exptikx . (x -x1) J
—s —o —o

(3.18)

where we used that:

for carrying out the integration with respect to x' and where we

took the limit Jt-«°. Equation (3.18) can also be written as:

f(E)
explikx .(x -x") I (3.19)

V*

Because of the assumed homogeneity of the object with respect to

plasmon interactions, the angular distribution as decribed by (3.10)

will not depend on the propagation direction of the incident plane

wave as long as we neglect multiple scattering, nor will f(E) be sen-

sitive to the small variations in 0 which occur in practice (<10 ).

Therefore, Equation (3.19) can be generalized to:

d2x

x <0
'-s1 c

Vl5sl
j explikx .(x -x')J (3.20)

which can easily be seen if U(x ;t) is decomposed into plane waves

of the form exp[ik0 .x 1 .-
—o —s
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3.2.3 The influence of the illumination

In Equation (3.20) as well as (3.17), the mutual intensity of the

undisturbed illumination in the object plane: <U(x ;t)lJ*(x'; t)> ap-

pears. This illumination can nearly always be considered to origi-

nate from a small incoherent source at a large distance from the ob-

ject. This fact enables us to determine:

<U(x ;t)lf(x';t)>~ ~(x ,x').
—o —o —o —o

If U (x ;t) denotes the wave function in the source plane and:
s ~~~s

U ^ x ^ t ) = JdE Ug(xs;E)exp[-i(E/fOtl,

we have according to (2.20):

U(x^;t) ="/dE — eikl1 expl-i(E/b)t J J

source

S. is the distance between the object plane and the source plane.

Using(2.24) and (2.25) we cind:

2 C E 77 u*(x';E)ir (x ;

(3.21)

As the energy spread of the electrons emitted by the source is usual- .̂

ly less than leV, the integration with respect to E can be confined 'J

to the interval (E -I,E +1 1 I eV ] around the mean energy E , which 3

is in the order of 100 keV. The variation of k within this interval ?'

is small enough to neglect the energy dependence of the exponential
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expressions in Equation (3.21). Since, because of the incoherence
23)

of the source :

JdE 2 C E k U (x ;E)U*(x' ;E) = I (x )<5(x -x')/k2 ,

we can carry out the integration with respect to E and subsequently

the integration with respect to x1, yielding: (expressing x in units

(3.22)

The factor exp[—£— (x2-x'2)I has been neglected since under the

usual circumstances its influence will be vanishingly small.

We are now able to write down the combined effect on the mutual

intensity in the object plane of elastic scattering, plasmon scatte-

ring and illumination. The Equations (3.17) and (3.20) show that the

influence of the short range and long range interactions on the mu-

tual intensity is described by a factor which, for electron micros-

copy, is independent of the illumination. In this respect it is un-

important whether the angular spread in U(x ;t) is due to the extent

of the source or to scattering by the object. Therefore we may inter-

pret <U(xo;t)U
r*(x^);t)> in Equation (3.17) as the mutual intensity

in the object plane of the illumination beam changed by plasmon in-

teractions. Hence we find from (3.21):

F(x ,x"; exp[ia(x )-ia(x!)]/d2xe J d V
—o

|sc |<Q source

f(E)

2is+0E

. I (x')explik(x +x*)-(x -x!)l ,

which also can be written as:

. Jd2
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with:

WE> Ic(x -x')s s s

In the following section we shall calculate the image intensity

distribution, starting from (3.23).

3.3 Conventional Transmission Electron Mioroscopy. (CTEM).

source

object

lens

exit pupil

image

Figure 2.

Schematic represent-

ation of CTEM.

In Section (2.4) we expressed the intensity distr ibution in the

image plane in terms of the mutual intensity in the object plane.

Inserting Equation (3.23) into (2.29) we find:

JdE

Jd2xs

exp[ik Xg- (3.24)
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As, because of the energy spread due to inelastic scattering, the

integration with respect to E extends over an interval of about

50 eV, we can no longer neglect the energy dependence of K as we

did while deriving (2.29). The most important reason for this is

the energy dependence of the defocussing. Scherzer showed that it is
24)

impossible to make the defocussing independent of the energy . To

account explicitly for the energy dependence of <t> , it is usually
251 z°

written ': (Ak=k-kQ)

Az

=-f |£|+ f IH • cc? lil + -r
2 2

• -n ), (3.25)

where C. has been measured in units f. The defocussing Az corresponds

to the energy h2k2/2m. Representative figures are Az"*100 nm for the
o oft")

defocussing and C Ml mm for the chromatic aberration coefficient

That means: if Ak/kfslO or AE=*IO eV, the change in defocussing is

in the same order of magnitude as the defocussing itself. Inserting

Equation (2.30) into (3.24) we obtain:

.(x.) = fd\ JdV J d2? JdE

exp[ia(x )-i(x)

exp [2Tii{-x . (x -x* +5. (x -x. )~ x.) (3.26)

in which we have expressed x in units X(=2n/k)» x. in units MA and

$_ in units f(=R£/M),see Chapter 2. We shall retain this convention

throughout the present and following chapters. For future use we will

rewrite Equation (3.26) in terms of the Fourier transform P(£) of

exp(ia(x )] . We find, carrying out the integrations with re-

spect to x and x':

d2?/ 2x JdE P(S-x)P*(f/-xs s - -s
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(x ;E)exp[ik{<|>
s z

(3.27)

Introducing the new integration variables:

£ - x and ?' = £ ' - x , (3.27) can be transformed into:
—s

I.(x.) = /d2S/d2£'/d2xJdE P(OP*(i') I (x ;E)

explik{* U+x ;k)-*
zo ~s

expt-2ni xi-(I-I')Ua (3.28)

where, for convenience, we have omitted the tilde at ̂  and ̂ '.

The function A(E)=1 for £€oe and vanishes elsewhere.

3,4 Scanning Trasnmission Eleotvon Miorosoopy (STEM).

source

entrance pupil

lens

object

detector

Figure 3 .

Schematic reprent-

ation of STEM.



A type of microscopy we have not considered until now is scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In this type of microscopy,

the aim is to obtain information about a very small portion of the

object at a time. Consequently, the illumination is concentrated on

an area of the object that is as small as possible. A scheme of the

experimental setup has been drawn in Fig. 3. A lens images a distant

small source with a high demagnification upon the object. A detector

positioned at a large distance from the object collects all electrons

which are scattered within the angle subtended by it. By changing

the excitation (i.e. current through) of the deflection coils be-

tween source and lens, the position of the source as seen by the

lens and thus the positioning of the illuminated area can be changed.

The detector current is measured as a function of this position.
27)

There exists a remarkable analogy between CTEM and STEM . One

of the reasons for this is the Helmholtz reciprocity principle

We use this principle to study the propagation from the source to

the object plane.

Let us assume that a wave of energy E travels from the object

plane towards the source. In that case the situation is the same as

the one encountered in CTEM. The entrance pupil becomes exit pupil

and the £_ plane becomes the plane of the exit pupil (see Fig. 3). As

in Section 2.3, we have:

(3.29)

with:

/ d2? explik* a;k)+2iri_£. (x -x )] , (3.29a)

where in this case: f=£/M, and x is expressed is units MX.

U (x ;E) is the wave function in the source plane and tf (x ;E) the
s ~̂s o ~™o

wave function in the object plane. H is the distance between the

'exit pupil' and the source. It is assumed that no object is present

between the object plane and the lens. Helmholtz reciprocity theorem

,. * '
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states that if a wave travels from the source plane towards the ob-

ject plane, the relation between the wave function in the source

plane and the wave function in the object plane is given by :

Uo(xo;E)~/d
2xs K(xo,xs;k)Ug(xo;E), (3.30)

where K(x ,x ;k) is defined as above. Using Equation (3.30) and De-
—o —s

finition (2.28) we find:

^ v „ • \ „ f r l 2 « f j 2 v l I f f , , v . 1 , M f * f v ' v ' - l f IT / ' -v v M ("\ "\\\
i ( x , x J J U x j a A rv v A « A , K ^EV. V A » A , K / I i x , A ^ \ J . J w

—O —~O S S —O S O "^J —S O —S ^ S

In Section 3.2 we have shown that the insertion of an object in

front of the object plane changes P(x ,x') into r(x ,x'):

exp[2iTi x . (x -x')]

JdE / d2x T T ~~° f(E)» (3'32)

• Ix I<0 Ix I + 0_
1 — s' c ' —s' E

i

i where we have used Equation (3.17) and (3.20). While writing down

i Equation (3.32) we have assumed that the angular spread of the illu-
_2

; mination is less than 10 radian, see Subsection 3.2.1. In normal

I practice the entrance pupil will be sufficiently narrow to fulfil

! this requirement.

The propagation from object plane to detector plane occurs through

I- free space. Applying Equation (2.22), we find for the intensity in

:' the detector plane:
!

• Id^d^ = f d 2 x Jd2x' r(xo,x')exp[-2ni Xj.(x -x
1)]; (3.33)

x» i-s t n e co-ordinate in the detector plane expressed in units 8..,

• the distance between object and detector. As the illuminated area is

S extremely small (<=* 1 nm), the factor exp [2ni^(x2-xl2)/£ J which would

; appear in (3.33) if (2.22) had been rigorously applied, can safely
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be omitted from (3.33). If o denotes the extent of the detector,
a

the total intensity at the detector becomes:

d 2 xd
(3.34)

Again assuming that the source is incoherent, we have: r(x ,3£*) =

60c -x')I (JC )/k2, which allows us to carry out the integration with

respect to x in Equation (3.31). Then we obtain, inserting (3.31),

(3.32) and (3.33) into (3.34):

j . = J d2xjd2x Jd2x' Jd2x / d2x K(x ,x ;k
d o\ d ° ° s |x <0 s "° s °

d ' —s' c

K*(x',x ;k )1 (x )exp[i<x(x ) - i—o — s o s —s ^ —o

exp[2ni x! . (x -x ' ;
. exp[-2ui x , . (x -x!)l/dE f(E) „ L 7! ^° (3.35)

In Equation (3.35) we have not yet taken into account the influence

of the deflection coils which,as seen by the lens, is a translation

of the source in its own plane. Thus: I (x )
S —S

I (x -x.)> where x.

represents this translation. Replacing I (x ) by I (x^-x-), Equa-

tion (3.35) becomes:

K*(x',x ;k )exp|ia(x )-
-o'-s o

-x') (3.36)

where:

2xd exp[-21ri xj 2x /dEf (E) .

exp[2ui x s . (x o -x

3 i + 2«
(3.37)
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Changing to the integration variable x =x -x., (3.36) leads to:
—s —s —i

:i

Is(xs)K(xo,x.+xs;ko).

(3.38)

We define the function g(Xj) according to:

g(x>) = /d2x Y(2«)exp[2tii x..x (3.39)

Using (3.39) and the definitions of P(£) and K(x ,x.;k ), Equation

(3.38) can be written as:

o ae e

exp[2TTi x..(C-C')]I (x=)exp[2Tri x . (?-?')] (3.40)

Changing the integration variables: J; into ^-x, and V into ^'"X,,

Equation (3.40) can be written as:

V-i' U^i'mx) g(x.)

exP[iko<(.2 (i+J^

exp[2iri x..(e-5'
—1 — • —

k * (I
o

x .
—s

(3.41)

Comparing the equations describing the image formation in CTEM and

STEM, i.e. Eq. (3.28) and (3.41), respectively, we see that they are

indeed very similar if x^ in Eq. (3.41) is replaced by x . The only
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difference is that while in (3.28) an additional integration with

respect to E occurs, Eq. (3.41) contains an extra integration with

respect to JC . Thus, if the source in STEM in infinitely small and

if CTEM is free from chromatic aberration, the two will give the

same image. We would like to stress that, although it is hardly ever

mentioned, it is essential the scattering by the object of the inci-

dent beam is in both cases (STEM and CTEM) described by the same for-

mula, despite the fact that the angular spread in the incident beam

is in STEM usually more than an order of magnitude larger than in

CTEM.

Comparing Equation (3.37) with Equation (3.39) we see that the

effect of inelastic scattering can be described by introducing an

effective detector sensitivety: In absence of inelastic scattering
30) for x,€a and vanishes el-—d athe detector sensitivity equals unity

sewhere; if inelastic scattering occurs this sensitivity becomes

g(x,). Combining (3.37) and (3.39) we find:

*d

I <e

/dE f(E)
-v'|2

(3.42)

Thus the effect of inelastic scattering can be described by a

broadening of the detector. On experimental grounds, the same
21)

conclusion has been drawn by Craven and Colliex .
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CHAPTER IV

THE PHASE PROBLEM

I •

4.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter we have shown that, in electron micros-

copy, the formulae describing the scattering of electrons by thin

specimens in terms of the object structure take a simple form, as far

as they describe the elastic interactions. The object merely adds a

phase shift to the incident (plane) wave which is proportional to the

potential distribution within the object, projected along the propa-

gation direction of the incoming wave. This is only true if the mag-

netic field within the object may be neglected (however, similar

formulae can be found if this is not the case). It needs hardly

mentioning that this phase shift is a quantity of great interest.
2—9 22)

Therefore, many authors ' have developed algorithms (which will

be discussed in Section 4.3), that aim at retrieving a(x ) from

measured intensity distribution(s). They left, however, an important

question unanswered. The relation between a(x ) and the intensity

distribution in the image plane is of such a nature that it is not

at all clear whether, or under what conditions, a unique detemination

of a(x ) is possible from intensity measurements. This question is

often referred to as the "Phase Problem". In spite of its importance,

it has received comparetively little attention in the past. The follow-

ing chapter will be devoted to a discussion of this matter.

All methods which have been proposed until now deal with simplified

versions of (3.28) and (3.41). Before we shall turn to a more detailed

discussion of these methods, we review those simplifications and the

conditions under which they may be applied.

4.2 The coherent approximation

4.2.1 CTEM

The complexity of Eq. (3.28) can be reduced considerably if we
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assume that the illuminating source is small enough to approximate it

by an infinitely small one, described by:

I (x ;E)=*6(x )f(E) (4.1)
s ™s ™s

In that case, (3.28) becomes:

I ( x . ) ~ ; d2? Jd2S'P(£)P*(£')exp [ -2TTixi«(£-£
>)] -

a ae e

• JdEf(E) exp[-ik{<J>z (£;k)-(j)t (£';k)}]. (4.2)
zo £o

In fact, we then have assumed that the following approximation is

justified:

s s - s
fd2x 1 (x ;E) exp [ ik{<j> (£+x ;k)-<fi (C'+x :

o

)A(C'+x

z — -s z — -s
o o

^ f(E) exp [ik{(|)z (£;k)-(})2 (£';k)}] A(£)A(£'), (4.3)
zo o

which approximation is obviously allowed if <j> (£+x ;k) does not change

i of the x plane

ferent from zero, i.e. if:

significantly over the area of the x plane where I (x ) is dif-
~s s ~s

k|x • V (4.4)• V <j>
b c, Z

for I(x ) ji 0 and

To arrive at the coherent approximation, one must furthermore assume

that the great majority of the electrons contributing to the image

formation have an energy within a narrow interval around

E = h2k2/2m. This allows us to neglect the energy dependence in

<j> (£;k). The factor f(E) in Equation (4.2) may then be replaced by
zo
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a Dirac delta function 6(E-E ) , with which we can carry out the

integration with respect to E, yielding:

I :

p(£) ex (A.5)

Notwithstanding the fact that phase recovery methods almost

exclusively start from Eq. (4.5), serious criticism can be raised

against the approximations involved. A comment on this will be given

in Subsection 4.2.3.

4.2.2. STEM

If we assume that the detector is sufficiently small to allow for

the approximation:

(4.6)

Equation (3.41) becomes:

Jd(Xi)~ Jd2C J d2?1 P(£)P (£') exp t-2iri(£-£').x. ] .

•exp
°e °e

d2x I(x ) exp t 2irixt (£-
s s s *""•

o o

The approximation involved is (similar to (4.3)):

d 2 x d g(x d ) exp [ik{<f>z (£xd
o

( ( 5 ; k ) 4 (
2 — z

o o

This is allowed if:

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)
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for g(£d) ̂  0 and (4.10)

which can be ascertained by making the detector wurriciently small.

Eqmtion (4.7) then becomes:

j (x.
O "1.

exp [-
o

4.2.3 The viability of the coherent approximation

In the preceding subsections we had to assume that:

(A.11)

(4.12)

• - >

for x upon the source in CTEM and upon the detecter in STEM. For a

given aberration function,(4.12) sets limits to the tolerable source

or detector size. The source and detector can, however, not be made

arbitrarily small, if no precaution is taken since the effective

source and detector will always be broadened due to inelastic scatte-

ring. This broading is too significant to be neglected. To illustrate

this we have, in Fig. 1, plotted the left hand side of (4.3) for a

typical aberration function, for 5," = 0, assuming that the actual

Figure 1

The solid line

represents the l.h.s.

or (4.3) or (4.8)

in the presence of

inelastic scattering.

The dotted line the

right hand side.

s

Ij

I
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source is infinitely small. The dotted line represents the right-

hand side of (4.3) for £' = 0. The same figure applies to (4.8) if

we read "detector" instead of "source".

A way to avoid this problem is preventing the inelastically

scattered electrons to contribute to the image formation. In that

case the actual source is equal to the effective source. This can be

achieved by using filter lenses in CTEM or energy selective de-

tection in STEM . However, both possibilities are, until now, not

widely in use.

The use of a filter lens also justifies the second approximation

which had to be made in Subsection 4.2.1, namely that the energy

distribution f(E) is concentrated within a very narrow energy inter-

val. This is certainly not true if f(E) is broadened due to inelastic

scattering (see Section 3.3). If only the elastically scattered elec-

trons contribute to the image, this assumption is allowed.

The name "coherent approximation" stems from the fact that if the

image formation is described by (4.11) or (4.5), r(£,£') posesses the

factorization property mentioned in Section 2.4, Eq. (2.31). This

can be seen by comparison of the Equations (2.22) and (4.5). We find:

[ikcj)z
ik

') exp [- ik(J>z (4.13)

which is evidently the product of a function of C. and a function of £',

as was to be shown.

4.3 The weak approximation

It has been noted from experiments that many biological specimens
12)scatter only a small percentage of the incident electrons

led many authors to the assumption that for such specimens:

[cx(xo)]
2« 1.

This has

(4.14)
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In this case the following approximation r.an be made 13):

exp [ ia(x x ) (4.15)

The inequality (4.14) is much more restrictive than necessary to

justify (4.15). According to Eq. (2.24), the image formation in CTEM

is described by:

I.(x.)

• K*(x\x.;k) exp [ ia(x )-ia(x') ] ,

where we have put:

(4.16)

Y(x - x ' ;
[3 ^^tj

exp [ -2Trix «(x -x ' ) (4.17)

As only the difference oj(x )-a(x') appears in (4.16), the assump-

tion that:

[a(x (4.18)

is already sufficient to justify (4.15).

The point spread function K(x ,x.;k) is sharply peaked around

x = x.. Hence, the product K(x ,x.;k)K (x',x.;k) will be appreciably

different from zero only in a neighbourhood of x = x', e.g. for

|x -x'|<r . Therefore Inequality (4.18) needs to be valid only in that

neighbourhood to allow for the Approximation (4.15) in Equation (4.16).

This brings us to the conclusion that if:

for

Equation (4.16) may be approximated by:
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I.(x.) = I. (x.) + 2Rel/d2x Jd2x'JdE Y(x -x';E)r
1 - 1 bg -l J oJ oJ -o -o'

ale

(x^,x..;k) ia(xQ) ] , (4.19)

where:

Ib (5i) = /d
2xo/d

2x'|dE Y(xo-x^;E)K(xo x.;k)K(x^,jci}k) (4.20)

is the background intensity.

The same reasoning can be applied to STEM. There, Equation (3.36)

becomes in the "weak approximation" (i.e. Inequality (4.18)), carry-

ing out the integrations with respect to £ and £':

•K(xo-xs,x.;ko)K*(x^-xs,x.;ko)ia(xo)I(xs)] , (4.21)

where I, (x.) is defined as before, and where:
bg - l

Y(x - x 1 ) = fd 2 x ,g (x . ) exp [-2irix *(x - x 1 ) ] .
—0 •"O Q —Q —Q —O —O

We have assumed that the source is infinitely small:

V-s'-i 5 = 6(5s-£i>'

The Equations (4.19) and (4.21) have the advantage that they are

linear in a(x ). However, the mathematical difficulties which occur
& —o

-i when we try to calculate a(x ) from intensity measurements are not

i: removed by the assumption that the object is a weak scatterer.

i" 4.4 Proposals for phase recovery

I"' ^
i, 4.4.1 The Hilbert transform %•

i; 14) r'

It has been shown that the real and imaginary parts of a X

function, whose Fourier transform vanishes either for all positive j
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or for all negative frequencies, are interrelated through Hilbert

transforms. The expression which has been derived in the preceding

section for the intensity distribution in the weak approximation

seems excellently suited for this Hilbert transform approach. If we

assume that the illumination consists of a plane wave propagating in

the direction of the z-axis, (i.e. I (x ,E) = 6(x ), hence with

(4.17): y(x -x1) = 1) Equation (4.19) can be written as:

2Re (4.22)

where:

and

.(x.) d2xoK(xo,x.;ko)ia(xo)

let us consider y. as a parameter (remember that x. = (x.,y.) and

£ = (£>n))« If we make sure that the Fourier transform of

U, (x.)U.(x.), regarded as a function of x., vanishes for either
Dg ""I 1 ~1 £ 1
positive or negative frequencies, U, (x.)U.(x.), and therefore U.(x.),

Dg —i I —i l —l

can uniquely be determined from I.(x.). This can be achieved by intro-

ducing a so-called half-plane aperture in the plane of the exit

pupil , e.g. a diaphragm which is opaque for £j<0. This however,

implies that for a full phase recovery we need a second exposure

(or scan) to allow for a determination of the frequencies which were

filtered out in the first experiment . Hence the Hilbert transform

method provides a solution for the phase retrieval problem in the weak

approximation needing, however, two experiments.

Some authors have expressed doubts about the applicability of the

weak approximation , which doubts are, in our opinion, not always

justified. They proposed to use the Hilbert transform relation which

exists between the modulus and the argument of a band-limited function.
18)

Several authors have proven the following theorem :
Suppose h(z) is a band-limited function with a finite number of
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zero's a in the upper half of the complex z-plane, then:

00

arg {h(x)} = + I £ - ^ j - X,n|h(x')x'| +
17 _ oo X ~ X

+ arg {x exp(ix) r. ~^~~i + C, (4.23)
n

where x and x' are real and C an arbitrary real constant.

A similar formula can be derived in the case that the number of

zero's in the lower half of the complex z-plane is finite.

Since in the domain of the complex z-plane where the asymptotic

expression for h(z) if |z|-»°° applies, the zero's lie upon a line

parrallel to the real axis, the number of zero's in one half plane
23)

will be finite . Equation (4.23) can therefore directly be applied,

unless the zero's lie asymptotically upon the real axis.

In the coherent approximation, see Eq.(4.5) or (4.11), the inten-

sity distribution over the image is proportional to the square of the

modulus of the wave function in the image plane, which is a band-limi-

ted function. Therefore, if one knows the location of the zero's of

the wave function in the lower or upper half of the complex plane,

Equation (4.23) provides a solution of the phase problem. The determi-

nation of those zero's constitutes however, the major problem of the

Hilbert transform approach. Analytic continuation of the intensity

distribution into the complex plane would not only yield the zero's of

U.(x.) but also those of U.(x.). If no a priori information is avail-

able these two types of zero's are indistinguishable. One is then left

with a large degree of ambiguity since the second term on the right

hand side of (4.23) can not uniquely be determined.
19)

Greenaway has proposed a method to ensure uniqueness by insert-

ing a special type of aperture in the exit pupil plane. He could show

that only a single combination of zero's is compatible with that spe-

cial shape of the aperture. Since this method involves analytic conti-

nuation into the complex plane, it will be extremely sensitive to
24)

noise . It is therefore an open question whether this method is
applicable in practice. More promising methods are available, two such
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we shall discuss hereafter (see Subsection 4.3.2 and A.3.3).

4.4.2 The defoeussing method

The defocusing method, too, has first been applied in the weak

approximation. If we again assume that the effective illumination

consists of a single plane wave, we have under isoplanatic imaging

conditions(i.e. K(x ,x.;k) = K(x -x.;k)):

with:

C = constant = / d2x K(x -x.;k ).
' o -o -i o

Fourier transformation of (4.24) yields:

J d2x. exp (2TT1 x.-£) [I
i(5i)-

I
bg(2i)

= CP(£) exp [ik j (I;k )
o

C*P*(-£) exp [ -ik d> (£;k ) ],
o

and (4.25)

where we used <J> (£;k ) = ij> (-£;k ).
o o

Schiske was the first to recognize that if the right hand side of

(4.25) is known for two different aberration functions, let us say

<J>&1 (£;k ) and <j$ (£;k ) , P(£) may be determined if
z — o z — o —
o o »

sin [k <j>(l) (£;k )-k 42) (C;k ) ] t 0.
O Z ~ " O O Z ~ ~ O

o o

This can be achieved by taking two exposures for different stages of
25)

the defocussing . If A denotes the difference in defocussing between

the two exposures," we have: (J>11) (£;k )~4z'i (£;k ) = |A«C.2 (see Equation
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(2.35)). Hence, as long as|k oA«£
2^ n»iT (n = ...-1,1,2, . . . ) , the

determination of P(£) is possible.

In 1973 Misell ' proposed and algorithm based on the defocussing

principle to be applied under more general conditions, since the

viability of the weak approximation is in the majority of cases doubt-

ful, (e.g. all stained specimen are not weak scatterers). It is,

however, not trivial whether the defocussion method admits a unique

solution of the phase problem under these generalized conditions.

Therefore, the next two chapters shall be devoted to a discussion of

this question.

4.4.3 The Gerahberg Saxton algorithm

In 1972, Gerchberg and Saxton proposed an algorithm to retrieve

phase information from intensity measurements in the image plane and

the exit pupil. The method is very simple and excellently fitted for

computational treatment. The method assumes that the coherent approx-

imation is valid.

The measured quantities are:

I.(x.) ~ |U-(x.)|2 = |/ d2£P(£) exp [ ik <p (£;k ) ] •

if and the intensity distribution in the exit pupil :

Ie(£)~|P(£)|
2

! Consequently, if ?(£) = P(£) exp [ ik <[> (£;k ) ] ,

i . 26)
we arrive at :

o z — oo

(4.26)

(A.27)

and:

e —

£) exp (- (4.28a)

(4.28b)
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(in STEM, I.(x.) should be replaced by jj(x.)).

The Gerchberg Saxton algorithm proceeds as follows:

Let ph (x.) denote an initial estimate for the phase of U.(x.).
u —i , v L ~i

The phase of the Fourier transform of |u.(x.'j| exp I iph (x.)l >

denoted by ph (£), is used to obtain an estimate P (£) for

via

transform of will now be used as a

.(I),

= |JP(£)| exp [iph ( o )(0] . The phase of the Fourier

P , denoted by ph^I)(xi)

second estimate of the phase of U.(x.). With phvl'(x.) a second

iteration cycle can be started. In principle this procedure can be

repeated indefinitely.

Computer simulations have shown, however, that the estimates P (£)

do not necessarily converge towards a solution of the set of Equations

(4.28a'b). In Chapters VII and VIII we shall see that a solution of the

set of Equations needs not to be unique.
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CHAPTER V

ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THE DEFOCUSSING METHOD I

S.I Introduction

In this chapter we aim to prove that two defocussed images admit

in the coherent approximation a unique solution of the phase problem.

Under the conditions mentioned in subsection 2.1 of chapter IV we

may write :

(x.) exp [-
oe

ix.g_ (£; kQ)] (4.5)

As the defocussing will play an important role we will separate

the term representing the defocussing in <\> (£; k ) and write:

o
(i ; ko )

To simplify (4.5) we redefine P(£):

i ) ] old

(5.1)

(5.2)

The constant C is the square root of the proportionality constant

between the r.h.s. and l.h.s. of (IV.5). Hence:

I(x_.) = |J d2? P(C) exp (-2TTix.- £) exp (i i k A z ^ ) \ 2 (5.3)

e

Up till now we have written all the equations in two dimensions.

From now on we shall confine ourselves to one transverse spatial

dimension. Though the generalization to two dimensions is almost

trivial, a small complication occurs. This complication is how-

ever automatically resolved in chapter VII and VIII. We shall there-

fore postpone the two dimensional treatment till after chapter VIII.
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Proceeding with the mathematics we choose the (one-dimensional) exit

pupil to extend from - 3 t i l l 8. Multiplying (5.3) by exp [ 2nix. (3+OJ

deff(£) = / dXi Kxj) exp [ 27Ti x

00 3 B *
= / dx. J d£' J d£" P(£')P (£") exp H ik Az(C'2-5"2)] .

« x e e

• exp 2TTi x.(-£'+£"+ (5.4)

Performing the integration with respect to x. on the r . h . s . of

(5.4) we get:

3 3 *
/ dC1 / d£" P(C')P (?") exp [J ik 2 2

(5.5)

As the integration with respect to £" in (5.5) only extends from

-3 till 3» the deltafunction can only become non-zero if:

(5.6)

This means that if B, > -3 the integrand vanishes if £' < £• Hence,

performing the integration with respect to f" we obtain

expfl i

5O2 On the uniqueness of the defoousing method

The equations that have to be solved are:

(5.7)
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where we have abbreviated

f.(£) J dx, (x,) exp t21Tix1(e+C)] .

j

1, 2

1, 2

IA.(x.) is the intensity distribution in the image plane taken at

a defocus Az. = (A/TT)A., while P(£) is the complex amplitude in the

exit pupil.

It can easily be seen from equation (5.8.) that, if P(£) is a

solution, exp (iC)P(£)» where C is a real constant, also satisfies

the equations. It is clear, however, that this ambiguity has no

physical consequences. Therefore, if we state that (5.8) has a unique

solution, this trivial ambiguity will be ignored.
*

In the subsequent discussion we will treat P(£) and P (-£) as inde~

pendent quantities. This means that after one has actually calcu-

lated P(£) and P (-£), it remains to be checked that P(£) and P (£)

are complex conjugate.

Proceeding with the calculations we note that differentiation of

yields for E, = 8:(5o8.) with respect to

fc'H
If we assume

-p(3) P (-3).

P(3)P (-3) 4 0

and if we adopt the following definitions:

and:

(-?) = P*(-C),

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)



the equations (5.8.) can be written as
I .'

d£' exp (5.15.)

In order to study the uniqueness and the stability of approximate

solutions, let us suppose that we have found two functions Q(£) and

Q*(-£) such that l}

f.<£) + Af.(5) = /
J J K

(?'-C-3)

x exp (5.16^

where Af.(?) represents the error due to the numerical approximation

as well as the errors in the measurements.

Just as we multiplied (5.8.) by:

we will now multiply (5.16.) by:

Defining

and in addition:

-1

Af.(C)}

(5.17)

(5.18)

and

we can write (5.16.) as:

(5.19)
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f, '-£-8)

x exp (5.2(h)

We will now derive an expression which enables us to estimate

) $(£)» and llP*(-5) - Q*(-£)ll in terms of Ai\(£) (j = 1, 2),

and Q (-£). This expression will show that if Af.(£) = 0

(j = i, 2), IIF^) - $(£)» = Il?*(-C) - <f (-£)ll = 0, which means that

and ?*(-£) can be solved uniquely from equations (5.15.). To

this end we subtract equation (5.20.) from equation (5.15.).
J J

Written in a somewhat modified form the resulting equation reads:

'I
Introducing the new integration variable -£" = E'~£~|3 in the second

term on the right-hand side of (5.21.) and abbreviating

and

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.21.) may be written as

+ re - * ̂  - *

By introducing the column vector

/ $(0

\ 4*(-C)
(5.25)

a n d t h e 2 x 2 m a t r i x

'A,, A,2'

V
A12 A22y

(5.26)
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where

A., =

Aj2 =

exp

exp [-

(5.27a)

(5.27b)

we can combine equations (5.24j) and (5.24,,) into one matrix equa-

tion:

Af(C) (5.28)

In (5.28) ,A_f.(O denotes a column vector with components Af.(£) and

Af2(C):

Af2(C)J
(5.29)

In order to solve $(£) from (5.28) we differentiate (5.28) with

respect to E,:

d ^ ? 3
?

Normally one would multiply (5.30) from the left by A~ (?,?). This

is done in order to write the equation in the standard form. How-

ever, there are points in the interval -3 < £ < 6 where A (£,£)

does not exist. From (5.26) and (5.27) we infer that:

Det - 2i sin [A(£2-32)l, (5.31)

where we have used that, according to (5.12) and (5.13),

1, (5.32)

1

while we have introduced:

A2 - A,

(5.33)

(5.34)
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I'
I -•

Hence, from (5.31) we see that A(£,£;) is singular for

|A(£2-$2)| = nir, n = 0, 1, 2, (5.35)

For every value of A such that A ^ 0 there are at least two

singularities, in E, = -3 and £ = 3-

In order to avoid inessential complications we will assume that

A(£,£) has only these two singularities. This means that we have to

choose the defocus sufficiently small:

0< |A| <^r (5.36)

The cases in which (5.36) does not hold can be treated similarly.

As a consequence of these singularities equation (5.30) cannot be

treated as an ordinary Volterra integral equation of the second

kind
10)

-1
We multiply (5.30) from the left by A (£,£)» which is, of course,

only justified if:

- 3 < g < V < 3.

The resulting equation reads

= HO ~

(5.37)

' A

A~'From (5.26) and (5.27) we derive for A~

I- exp {-iA(C2-32)}
-I 1

2i sin

exp {iA(C2-32)} -1

(5.39)

We assume the validity of the following Lipschitz condition for

O/3£)A(£:,£), i.e. we assume that there exist two constants

K and 6 such that for 3 > £ > £ > 3 6

(5.40)
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Condition (5.40) enables us to decompose the kernel of equation

(5.38) into a singular part and a bounded part:

(5.41)

We calculate y according to

Lim (5.42)

Substituting (5.26), (5.27) and (5.39) into (5.42), we find for y

•••'(-: l
Using (5.41) and introducing the abbreviation

(5.43)

(5.44)

we can separate the singular part in (5.38) and rewrite the

equation as

L(C) = / (5.45)

•5S

As we already mentioned, we have to dispose of the first-order

pole in the kernel of (5.45). We will transform (5.45) such that

the resulting integral equation has a kernel with a logarithmic

singularity, to which the standard theory of linear Volterra

integral equations is applicable , because the kernel is then

quadratically integrable.

To this end we consider the following expression, which will be

shown to be the resolvent of (5.45)
13).

+ ; (5.46)

e is an arbitrary small positive quantity, which is introduced
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to satisfy (5.37). Substituting (5.45) into (5.46) we find

e~E Y"-L(C) -UK)- —

3-e Y O 3-e

Yo 3

Fc c
3

A straightforward calculation of y using equation (5.43) shows

that

Y 2 = Y •'o To
(5.49)

Consider the fourth term on the right-hand side of equation (5.48).

Inserting (5.49) and integrating by parts, we find

8-e 3

{
-%, P

FT {
3-e

_ 3 f d 5 . -iL-$(£•).

Substituting (5.50) in equation (5.48) yields

3-e Y^ _2o 5de»»(5-,.
E 3-e

(5.50)

(5.5!)

Inserting (5.44) we find:

- A-I,
B-e

',O ^-Af(C')

Y 3 3

r2- J d?" •(C") - UK) ~ J
3-e K

S-e y 3
^ /

(5.52)

(5.48) 1

Now we will take the limit e+0 and study each of the terms in

(5.52) separately. A straightforward calculation shows that,

according to (5.30),

= 0. (5.53)
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•f?

And in the same way we derive bv differentiating (5.30):

(5.54)

Using (5.53), (5.54) and (5.39) one can easily check that

0. (5.55)Lira A~'(C,5) jr

Hence the first two terms on the left-hand side of (5.52) exist in

the limit £tS respectively e-»-0.

From (5.12), (S.I3), (5.18) and (5.19) we infer that <t>(6) = 0.

Hence, if HO is continuous in £=3, the third term of the left-hand

side of (5.52) will tend to zero if e-K).

Finally we remark that the boundedness of M(£',£) implies the exis-

tence of the third term on the right-hand side of equation (5.52)

in the limit e-*0.

The former considerations allow us to weaken the constraint (5.37)

and to replace it by

-3 < ? < € ' < (5.56)

Therefore we may take £=0.

Taking e=0, interchanging the order of integration in the third

term on the right-hand side of (5.52) and renaming the integration

variables, £' as £" and £" as £' in that term, (5.52) can be

written as:

HO
Y

/
5 L C

where we have used the abbreviation

-A"1 Af

(5.57)

(5.58)

i
it

1
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Equation (5.57) enables us to draw conclusions on the stability

and uniquness of a solution of the equations (5.8.) (j = 1, 2).

Uniqueness can be established by taking Af(£) = 0. Af_(£) = 0 implies

£(£) = 0. The standard theory of Volterra integral equations of the

second kind gives immediately that $(E,) = 0, which means that a

solution of equations (5.15.), for which (5.32) and (5.33) hold,

is unique. However, the quantity we are really interested in is

P(£). P(C) is equal to P(£) up to the yet unknown constant factor

P(6). Since, as we have already remarked in the preceding section,

the phase of F(3) can be chosen such that P(3) is real and positive,

the calculation of P(£) reduces to a renormalization of P(£). From

(5.8.) we infer that

f.(-B) = J
J -8

and therefore

e
P(3) -ff.(-B) J

L J -3

. j-1,2 (5.59)

(5.60)

Summarizing the results derived in this section we arrive at the

following conclusion.

Under the conditions that

a) -P(6)P*(-3) = [4=- f.(C)l 4 0
lot. J J^=3

exists everywhei

from (5.27a>b),

(5.22)

b) Tjjr A(C',5) exists everywhere in -3<?<5'<B» as is evident
dt, -

O

d) rr

(5.36)

satisfies the Lipschitz condition (5.40),

the solution of the system of equations (5.8.) is unique, which

was what we set out to prove in this section.
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5.3 The stability of computed approximate solutions of (5.24.)
i 3

• Equation (5.57) has been derived under the conditions summarized at

the end of the last section. The first question which arises is

whether these conditions can actually be met in practice. The answer

is yes! For (5.11) and (5.36) this is evident. Moreover, it can be

shown that the conditions (5.11) and (5.36) can eventually be dropped.

The essential conditions are b) and d). Both conditions concern

A(£',?). which is composed of P(£)> the actual wave function in the

exit pupil of the microscope, and Q(£)» a" approximate solution of

of the problem. Therefore the conditions imposed on A(£',£) are in

fact imposed on P(£) and Q(Q.

As P(£) is a holomorphic function of £ , P(£) will certainly meet

the requirements.

An approximate solution is generally obtained by interpolating a

set of calculated function values. The interpolating functions,

i'ir usually Lagrange polynomials, are nearly always once or tŵ 'ce differ-

i.;': entiable. Hence the approximate solutions can also be considered as

j, almost everywhere differentiable, which means that b) is satisfied.

The former arguments can also be applied to show that (5.40) holds

in practice.

Now that we have assured ourselves of the validity of (5.57), we

will study the stability. The solution of (5.57) can formally be

obtained by employing Picard's iteration scheme:

U HO = £ * (?) (5.61)
n=0 n

with

6
* (5) = J d£' K(5',O* ,(?')» (« > ' ) , (5.62)
n ?

6 YD
$0(€) = N(£) + / d£' y-2-r N(£') (5.63)

5

while K(£',£) is the kernel of the integral equation (5.57) and is
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given by

(5.54)

To find an estimate for $(£) we introduce the following abbreviation:

max |M(C',?")J = M. (5.65)

From (5.64) we infer using this abbreviation:

|KU*.C>| < M [l - log |=|̂ - ]. (5.66)

Kence, we find from (5.61):

(5) < / d£' M I I - log ||jf I |*0(C')J. (5.67)

If we put

L = max I*„(£)!, (5.68)

(5.69)

and carry out the integration over £' in (5.67) we find

I
ft

2M?L / dC - log |l|lj(3-5') = 2M2L(3-?)2 |r

It can easily be shown by induction that

From (5.61) we infer the inequality

n=0

Insertionof (5.71) in (5.72) yields

(5.70)

(5.71)

(5.72)
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< \\%<.O\\ + 4L[M(£K)] j (5.73)
n=l

where we have used that n+l/n < 2 for n > 1. Hence:

exp (5.74)

Inequality (5.74) means that from the absolute error in f'(£), which

is due to the absolute error in f'(£) and the relative error in f'(3),

we can determine an upper limit for the difference between the

reconstructed P(£) and the actual P(£). In other words, if one can

improve the accuracy with which f'(O can be determined a better

approximation of P(£) can be obtained. Equation (5.74) also shows

that for decreasing £ the influence of the errors on f'(£) may in-

crease very rapidly. Though with more sophisticated methods a more

refined estimate can be given, the main conclusions remain unchanged.

4. Discussion

In this paper we showed that the wave function in the exit pupil of a

microscope is uniquely determined by the intensity distributions in

the image plane corresponding to two exposures of the object at two

different values of the defocus. In contrast to Ref. 6 we did not on]y

consider analytic solutions but we extended our theory to solutions

of the problem which are at least almost everywhere diffentiable.

Our approach enables us to estimate the difference between a numeri-

cally calculated solution and the exact solution, a very significant

extension, which could not be achieved by considering only analytic

solutions as in Ref. 6. The reason for this is that during the proces

of numerical calculations it is impossible to ensure the analyti-

city of the solution. Therefore, if the existence of non-analytic

solutions cannot be excluded, the calculated solution might be a

non-analytic solution.

The treatment given in this chapter provides a proof of the viability

of the Hisell algorithm for the reconstruction of an object wave
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function from two micrographs taken at different defocus . The

theory developed in this chapter can also be adapted to handle the

uniqueness problem of the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm , but this

problem will be discussed in a separate chapter.

In the next chapter we will present two proposals for the calcula-

tion of the wave function in the exit pupil from two defocused

images. Van Toorn et al have presented the results of numerical cal-

culations . performed on the images of a computer-simulated micros-

cope, using these two methods.

The results of these calculations are very encouraging, especially

for one of them, in terms of the accuracy as well as the needed

computer time.
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CHAPTER VI

ON THE UNIQUENESS OF THE DEFOCUSSING METHOD II

6.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter we have shown that under the assumption of

coherent image formation the defocussing method will yield a unique

solution of the phase problem. In Chapter 4, Subsection 2.3, we argued

that the assumption of coherent image formation is of doubtful 1 valid-

ity if the inelastically scattered electrons contribute to the image.

Therefore, the question arises whether the defocussing method will give

reliable results if the (effective) illumination is partially coherent.

In the weak approximation, the equations indicate that a unique solution

of the phase retrieval problem may exist in certain cases. In this

chapter we shall try to answer the questions concerning the uniqueness

of the defocussing method in the case of partially coherent illumination

for an aberration free (apart from the defocussing of course) imaging

system. In first instance we shall adopt the model of chapter 3 and

assume that the mutual intensity in the object plane can be written as:

where Y(x ,x') is the mutual intensity of the 'effective' illumination,
—o —o

which is supposed to be known, and T(:c ) the amplitude transmission

function of the object: T(x )=exp[ia(x )]. The image formation is then
—o —o

described by:

I(x.)~ / d2x d2x' Y(x ,x')K(x ,x.)K*(x',x.)T(x )T*(x')
—i o o —o —o —o—i -o —i —o —o

)
—o

(6.1)

with:

d2£, exp{iko |Az£2}.exp{2iriC. (x - x . ) } (6 .

ii
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In Section 4 we will drop the assumption that Y(x ,x') is known,

•! and show that Y ( X ,X') can be determined from a modified defocussing
'f ' 0 0

' method. For simplicity of presentation we confine ourselves, as before
p'

;., to one tranverse spatial dimension.

['- 6.2 Preliminary aaloulat-ions

I
i Let us assume that the exit pupil is centered around the axis and

? extends from-3 to 3 . Fourier transforming (I) we find for £>0 :

f ( O d = e f / d x . I . ( x . ) exp(2TTix.C) = / d x / d x 1 Y(x , X ' ) T ( X ) T * ( X ' ) .
I l l 1 O O O O O O

°
exp{2Tii(x

°
(6.2)

According to the assumption that the system has no other aberrations

other than defocussing:

(6.3)

The integration with respect to ?' can be carried out and yields:

(we measure Az in units A =2ir/k. )

/dx /dx1 Y(x ,x')T(x )T*(x'){2iri(x -x'+
O O O O O O O O

+Az

-exp{2 iT i (x o C-x o B+x^3+ jAzC 2 -Az C 6 ) } ] ( 6 .4 )

Let us now assume that Equation (6.4) has, apart from T(x ) , also

a solution S(x ) and that x(x ) =S(x )-T(x ). We shall now show that
o o o o

this can only be true if X satisfies the following equation:

exp(-iTT Az32 ) /dx1 exp(2irix'B)L(x',x)
o o o

exp(iriAz S2 ) /dx' exp(2irix'3)L(x,x')
O 0 0

(6.5)
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where we have abbreviated:

L(x ,x')=Y(x ,x'){T(x )x*(x') +S*(x')x(x
o o o o o o o o

(6.6)

Introducing the following abbreviations:

2iri(x -x 1 +Az
o o

g2<v0 v ' T (-v v ' ^K Li\X -A J

o o o 2iri(x - x 1 +Az £ + As 3)
0 O

(6.7b)

we find by subtracting Equation (6.4) from the same where T and T have

been replaced by S and S :

exp{2iri(-jAz£2
ix^) 8 | (x^.

-exp{27ri(|Az ?2 )} /dx exp(27Tix O g,(x ,1) (6.8)
O O £. O

a.

where we have assumed that the extent of the object is [a,b].

In order to derive Equation (6.5), let us consider the following

contour integral:

di

exp(-TTiAz£2).sin

A U
= 6 dC ( / d x ' + / d x ' ) £exp{27ri£(x'-x)} g , ( x ' , C ) . £J a x ° ° 1 o

C
exp(TTiAzC2).[{exp(2TTiaC) + 1} sin(irAz E,2 ) ] " ' (6.9)

C is a c i rc le around the origin with radius p, a is an arbitrary num-

ber less than a-b (a and b are assumed to be f in i t e ) . We choose p such

i%
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"is '

that p 2 * n Az and p * (n+0°< where n is an integer. To evaluate the

contour integral for p ->• °° we write it as:

/dx'
-x)}

exp(2iTiaC) + I £ )

/dx'
exp{2iriC(x'-x)} exp(-TTiAz£2)

exp(-27ria£)

. 10)
c x sin(irAzC2)

whereweused that: {exp(2iria£;) + l}~ = 1 - {exp(-2iriaC)+l}

Consider the first term of Expression (6.10). For large values of |£|

the product: exp(-iriAz52 ){sin(irAz£2)} will either tend to -2i (if

Im(Az^2)>0 ), or become vanishingly small (if Im(AzC2)<0). Since

a<a-b, the combination: exp{2Tri(x'-x)}{exp(2iriaC) + 1} will tend to

zero in the upper half of the complex £~plane. Because g,(x',£) is also
i o

bounded for large values of |£|, as is evident from Eq. (6.7), only the

part of the integration path in the lower half of the complex £-plane

needs to be considered. By repeated partial integration with respect

to x', we find that for Im(C) <0 and j£| +« :

'•••\

Hence, for large p,the first term of Expression (6.10) reduces to:

l b i

-(4iriAz) fdx'Q L(x^,x
 2 "'

A similar reasoning applies to the second term of Expression (6.10).

The first and second term together yield, with the third term:
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— 1

-(2irAz) /dx L(x ,x) exp{2iri(x
a

b

sin(irAz£2)

Similarly one can derive that:

,

I
(2irAz) /dx L(x,x ) exp{27ri(x 3 -

o o o
a.

sin(irAz

(6.11)

O(p
1

)

sin(irAz?2)

(6.12)

According to Equation (6.8), the left hand sides of (6.9) and (6.11) 'Z

are equal. Therefore Expression (6.11) must be equal to the right hand |

side of (6. 12). Thus: ),

t
) /dx L(x ,x) exp{2iri(x 8+7rAzg2)}

o o oa

- (2 ITAZ) ~ ' L(X,XQ) exp{2iri(x S -

r b

= (D dC /dx C exp{2iri(x -x)£} {sin(irAzC2)}~'.
J a ° °
C

. [exp(-TTAzC2i)g](xo,C) +exp(irAzC2i)g2(xo,C)]

(6.13)

The right hand side of Equation (6.13) can also be calculated on
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the contour. Let us consider the term containing g . For large values

of |?;| (=P on the contour), exp(-7TAz£2iXsin(irAz£2)}~ exp{2Tci^(xo-x)}

will become vanishingly small if IT < arg(-itAzC2) < 2TT . From the defin-

ition of g. it is apparent that g.(x ,£) tends to a constant (i.e. is

not a function of O for |C| "*°° • Hence, the integration with respect

to £ can be confined to those parts of the contour where 0<arg(Az£ )<TT

Furthermore, if 0<arg(-Az£2)<7T , exp(-TTiAzC2){sin(iTAzC2)}~ will tend

to 2i . Applying a similar reasoning to g~ , we can carry out the int-

egration with respect to £, yielding:

£(x) =4 /dx K(x -x;p){£(x )
0 0 O

X

(6.14)

with:

£(x) = (2nAz)
-1

-(2?rAz)
-1

exp(iriAz32) /dx' exp(27iix'8) L(x',x)
o o oa

exp(-7TiAzg2) /dx1 exp(27Tix'g) L(x,xo ' )
3.

and:
K(x -x;p)= [COS(2TTP(X -x)} - cosh{2irp(x -x)

o o o
-x)o

-1

(6.15)

(6.16)

We shall now show that (6. 14) can only hold if £(x) vanishes ident-

ically in ta,b] . To that end we prove the following lemma:

Lemma

let g(y) be a continuous function defined in the interval [-1,1], and

let h(x)= /dyg(y) exp(xy). Then h(x) is a holomorphic function and the
Q\

order of h(x) is precisely unity, unless h(x) vanishes identically.

Proof

'.2)It is shown elsewhere '*•' that h(x) is an entire function and that the

order of h(x) is not greater than unity. It remains to be shown that

the order of h(x) is not less than unity. Let us suppose that <*>, the

order of h(x) is less than one. The function h(x) is holomorphic for

|arg(x)| < £TT . According to Plancherel , the absolute square of h(x)

is integrable along the imaginary axis since g(y) is from L2 on [-1,1]
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Hence h(x) is bounded along the imaginary axis. In Lewin it has been

shown that because u> < l,h(x) must be bounded for all x such that: V

)arg(x)| < JTT . Similarly it follows that h(x) is bounded for all x such i

that |arg(x)-ir| < iir . Hence, h(x) is bounded in the entire complex pla- :

ne. According to Liouville, h(x) must be a constant, since the absolute ',

square of h(x) is integrable along the imaginary axis this constant

must be zero. So we conclude that h(x) vanishes if u)<l, which proves

our lemma.

We now return to Equation (6.14). As a consequence of our lemma

its right hand side must diverge as a function of p , unless it vanish-

es. The left hand side of (6.14) is bounded, so both the left hand side

and the right hand side of Equation (6.14) must vanish. Hence £(x)=0,

showing the validity of Equation (6.5).

6.3 On the uniqueness of the defoaussing method

Let us suppose that we measured two intensity distributions, the

first being recorded with a defocussing Az. , the second being record-

ed with a defocussing Az». Let us furthermore assume that the object

transmission function S is compatible with these two intensity distri-

butions. Then, Equation (6.5) must hold for Az = Az. and for Az = Az .

this can only be true if:

/dx exp(2irix 3) L(x , x ) = 0
° o o

and:

un le s s :

/dx exp(2irix g
o o

a

sin{iT(Az]-Az2)

L(x,x ) = 0 ,
o

} = 0

(6.17a)

(6.17b)

(6.18)

Hence recalling Definition (6.6):

X (x ) /dx' Y(x',x ) T(x '
o a o o o o

exp(2irix'6)o

S (x ) /dx1 Y(x',x ) X(x') exp(2TTix'B) =0 (6.19 )
o a o o o o o
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X(x
o

b
/dx' x ,x') S (x1) exp(2TTix'6)

o o o o

T (x ) /dx1 Y U ,X ') X*(x') exp(2irixfe) =0 (6. 19b)
o o o o o o

a

In the preceding chapter, we showed in Section 3 that in the

coherent approximation (i.e. we may state Y(x ,X') = I), the wave func-

tion in the exit pupil can uniquely be determined from two images with

different settings of the defocussing, if the value of the wave funct-

ion is known in 6, the rim of the exit pupil. We could also show that

the value of the wave function in & can be determined up to a (trivial)

constant phase factor.

These results of the preceding chapter can readily be derived

from (6.19a). If Y(x ,x') = l, (6.19a) reduces to:
o o

X*(x ) P(g)+S*(x ){Q(P)-P(g)}=0 , (6.20)

where:

=/dx' T(x') exp(2irix'6)
O o O

a
Q(g)=/dx' S(x') exp(2trix'S)

o o oa

(6.2I3)

(6.21b)

P(3) is readily identified as the value of the wave function at the

rim of the exit pupil . If we assume that P($) =Q(8) and that P(£)*0,
*

we find that: X (x )=0, which is the first conclusion of Chapter 5.

If P(f5) *Q(3) it follows from (6.20) that x (x ) is proportional to* * * °
S (x ), hence, S (x ) is proportional to T (x ). Rewriting Equation

(6.20) as:

T*(XQ) P($) -S*(xo) Q((3) =0 ,

it can easily be seen that this proportionality constant can only be a

constant phase factor, which trivial ambiguity cannot be resolved.

This result is completely consistent with the one derived in Chapter 5.

In the other limiting case, incoherent illumination, Equation
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I

(6. 19) reduces to:

|s(xo)|
2=|T(xo)| (6.22)

where we used that: x( x ) =S(x ) -T(x ) .(The same result could already '

have been derived from Equation (6.5)) . Equation (6.22) expresses that 1

no phase information can be obtained if the illumination is incoherent; :

a well established, in fact rather trivial result. i

We shall now turn to the more general case where Y(X',X ) may be ;

written as a sine-function of width w :

Y(x ,x')=ain{2Trw(x -x')}/2ir(x -x')w
O O O O 0 0

(6.23)

Re-expressing X in terms of S and T, (6.19 ) can be written as:

T (x ) /dx' y(x',x ) T(x') exp(27rix'S) =o o o o o o
a

S (x1) /dx1 Y(x',x ) S(x') exp(2TTix'3) (6.24)
o o o o o o

3

Because of the particular choice for y, the Fourier-transforms:

and:

/dx' Y(x',x ) S(x') exp(27rix'B) =a(x )o o o o o oa

/dx' Y(x',x ) T(x') exp(2TTix'3) = T ( X ) ,
o o o o o o

Si

(6.25)

will only be non-vanishing within the interval [B-w,3+w] for x . Thus

a(x ) and T ( X ) are band-limited functions. In Chapter 3 we have shown

that S and T are unimodular functions. Hence, using (6.24) and (6.25),

we find:

| | | | (6.27)

Disregarding linear or constant phase shifts (i.e. factors of the form

exp(px +q)), this means that,according to Equation (4.23),o(x ) and

x(x ) can only differ by a Blaschke product:
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a(x )=x(x )
° °

(6.27)
n x - a

o n

where {a } is an arbitrary set of zero's of x(x ) in the complex x -
n o o

plane. Therefore we have, using (6.24), (6.25) and (6.26):

S (x ) =T (x )
° °

(6-28)

Since the number of zero's of T ( X ) is infinite,there is an infinite* °
number of possibilities for S (x ). Hence, if Y(x ,x') can be repre-

O 0 0

sented by Equation (6.23), an infinite number of object transmission

functions is compatible with the intensity distributions in the image

plane pertinent to two different settings of the defocussing.

Fortunately, however,only a limited number of Blaschke factors

(i.e. expressions of the type (x -a*)(x -a ) ) will have a signific-
o n o n gN

ant influence in the interval |a,b] . It can be shown that the number

of Blaschke factors which have a noticeable effect in the interval
[a,b] on cr(x ) is limited to approximately:

o
N«2w(b-a) (6.29)

With increasing w, i.e. decreasing coherence, we therefore find an in-

creasing degree of ambiguity; the limiting cases, coherent and incohe-

rent image formation, lead to uniqueness and an infinite degree of am-

biguity, respectively.

The reasoning above remains valid if y(x ,x') can not be repre-

sented by a sine-function, but is still spatially stationary and band-

limited.

6.4 The determination of y

In the preceding sections we assumed y to be a known function.

In this section we shall propose a method to determine y itself .

Under the condition stated in Section I, (i.e. no aberrations apart

from defocussing) we have in the absence of an object:
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Een fotometrisch onderzoek van veranderlijke rode sterren met kleine

amplitude.

Sam en vat ting

Gedurende twee jaar zijn drie kleuren waarneraingen gedaan van zuidelijke

onregelraatige en halfregelmatige veranderlijke sterren van verschillende

typen. De onderzochte sterren waren voor het merendeel rode reuzen.

Van deze sterren zijn zeer weinig nauwkeurige waarnemingen gepubliceerd,

hoewel het verreweg de grootste groep veranderlijken is.

Goede licht- en kleurkroramen zijn verkregen voor circa 40 sterren.

In bijna alle gevallen bestrijken de waarnemingen meer dan een volledige

cyclus. Eerdere publicaties aangaande dit onderzoek zijn opgenomen in dit

proefschrift.

Een korte beschrijving van alle waarnemingen voor iedere ster afzonderlijk

is aangegeven.

Het is geblekea dat de SRb and de Lb sterren een gebogen nauwe strip in het

(U-B) - (B-V) diagram opvullen. Deze strip is genoemd de Locus of Red

Variables (LRV).

Het (U-B) van de variabelen is circa 0,5 mag. blauwer dan dat van de K III

reuzen.

Ruwweg zijn de variabelen op grond van de waarnemingen in drie groepen

ingedeeld: twee groepen M-sterren en de koolstof-sterren.

De twee groepen M-sterren zijn te onderscheiden op grond van hun kleurvariaties

en dientengevolge hun baan in het twee-kleurendiagram. Een aanwijzing kan zijn

de amplitude van de varieties.

Voor 6en groep zijn de kleuren (B-V) en (U-B) beide het blauwst tijdens

minimum licht, en .zijn de banen in het twee-kleurendiagram nauw, en evenwijdig

aan de LRV.

Voor de tweede groep is een en ander niet waar, en zijn de genoemde banen kort

en breed.

Bovendien zijn de amplitudes i v en £(B-V) voor de eerste groep systematisch

groter dan voor de tweede.

Men kan de eerste groep identificeren met de SRb en de tweede met de Lb

veranderlijken.

Een lineair verband schijnt te bestaan tussen Sv en

Ook geldt altijd, dat per ster £"(U-B)> S(B-V).

- * • -
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Het gedeelte der LRV boven het buigpunt (U-B ^ 1.0) bevat veranderlijke

sterren met onregelmatiger llcht- en kleurvariaties.

Het gedrag van de LRV en de Q - (B-V) en. Q - (U-B) diagrammen wordt

vergeleken met de resultaten van Wing (1967).

Het door hem gevonden verband tussen kleuren en inverse temperatuur is ook

terug te vinden in onze resultaten, namelijk bulging bij B-V = 1.5 en rechte

lijnen voor (U-B).

Het gedrag van licht- en kleurkrommen kan ten dele verklaard worden uit de

verandering in TiO absorptie.

Onderscheid dient gemaakt te worden tussen sterren met en sterren zonder

emissielijnen.

Voor de SRb sterren is een absolute magnitude H = -0.9 bepaald met behulp

van de methode Jung.

Het behulp van het tweede-orde autoregressieve proces zijn modellichtkrommen

geconstrueerd, die een grote overeenkomst vertonen met werkelijke lichtkrommen.

De reeks Lb - SRb - SRa (-M) kan worden gereproduceerd.

Gesuggereerd wordt, dat de lichtvariaties van de koele reuzesterren het

gevolg kunnen zijn van willekeurige processen en dat dus de gepubliceerde

periodes, zeker voor de SR sterren, zonder betekenis zijn.

Hen mag, ook op grond van andere overwegingen, de mogelijkheid dat de reeks

Lb - SRb - SRa (-H) een evolutiereeks is, niet a priori uitsluiten.
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Section 1

General information on the Red Variable Stars.

1.1 Introduction

The red variables are the largest and most inhomogeneous subgroup

of the family of variable stars. It is often not realised, that more than

60% of the 13782 physical variables, listed in the General Catalogue of

variable stars (GCVS 1969, Kukarkin et al.) are giant or supergiant red

variables, while only 5% are Cepheids!

Although quite a number of papers deal with problems concerning red

variables the amount of observational data is very small compared with the

number of stars, and also, which is worse, the existing data are

inhomogeneous, scanty and scattered in time. In this introduction we will

try to give a summary of the various aspects of the problem, and the present

state of knowledge. It is not our intention to give a complete survey of

the literature, but only to give an impression of the problems involved.

Cool stars are complicated physical systems. There exist many

(theoretical) problems yet to be solved, for instance the abundances of the

various chemical ingredients, evolutionary models, theory of convection,

formation of molecules in the atmosphere, formation of metals during the

various stages of evolution, presence of emissionlines, types of lightvariation,

population, recently discovered OH-emission, mechanism of mass loss,

polarization, etc. Bearing in mind the fact that a large fraction of all

main sequence stars will eventually evolve into the red giant domain, where

these stars have a fair chance of becoming variables as well, the lack of

observational data becomes even more serious. Although a number of papers is

devoted to Mira variables (4566 in the GCVS), the semiregular variables

(3908) may be considered a "forgotten" group. Well observed light and colour

curves, if possible with simultaneous spectroscopic observations and

polarization measurements are certainly a first requirement for the

classification and interpretation of the red variable stars.

The general argument, that a variable star reveals more of its

internal structure than a non-variable star, also stresses the need for more

observations of the "forgotten" group of semi-regular and irregular variable

stars.
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A good review of the problems in the interpretation of the red

giant stars has been given by Wing (1967) in his thesis. We refer the

reader to Wing's work rather than duplicate his arguments.

In the following sections we will give a (by no means complete)

review of the present state of progress.

Though the present paper is concerned only with small amplitude

variables, in the following sections we will deal -with the red var: ables

in general.

1.2 The Classification of the red variables.

A complete theory on any physical system explains all the observed

phenomena and predicts not yet observed properties of the system. Thus a

complete set of observations is required, and the observations have to be

properly classified in order to know what has to be explained. The classifi-

cation of the red variables (or the red giants in general) is not simple,

since many parameters are involved.

The stars have to be divided in groups with as many physical characteristics

as possible in common, for instance: a division according to spectral types,

(K, M) chemical composition (H, C, S type spectra), luminosity class, type

of variability (Mira, semi-regulars), presence of emission lines, etc.

The classification of the red variables in the GCVS is rather crude,

and can be summarized as follows:

M Mira type, late spectral types, emission lines present during

certain phases, large visual amplitudes, rather stable

periodicity.

ERa Semi-regular variable giants of late spectral types (M, C,

H etc.). They have a comparatively stable periodicity,

amplitudes and shapes of the light curves liable to change

greatly from cycle to cycle.

SRb Like SHa, but with poorly defined periodicity, periodic

variations are sometimes replaced by slow, irregular

variations, or even constant brightness.

SRc Semi-regular variable supergiants of late spectral classes.

SRd Like SRc, but of spectral type F, G, K.

Lb Slowly varyir.g irregular giant of late spectral types.

A number of variables is often referred to this type because

of insufficient observational data.
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It must be noted that the giant red variables often receive their "label"

on a limited amount of information. The existing lightcurves on which

the classification is based, are nearly all photographic ones, and they

often span only a few cycles or even less. An additional problem is that

the lightcurves do not have a characteristic shspe, like the Cepheids or

the RR Lyrae variables. So for a large part of the red giants the

classification may be very uncertain.

A decent classification should involve more parameters than

spectral type and visual light variations only.

Eggen is publishing a long series of papers under the title

"Classification of variable stars" (see for instance 1975, for the red

variables). It is not clear however, which type of classification scheme

will be the result.

vf
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1.3 Photometry

A large part of our present knowledge of the photometric behaviour

of the red variables we owe to the Gaposchkins, who published the analysis of

a huge amount of photometric data in various papers in the Harverd Annals

(E.g. 115, 118).

A number of papers have been published on Hira variables, since they

are usually bright, they have quite a stable periodicity, and a large

amplitude.

These properties make them favorable for visual observations by

amateur astronomers throughout the world (see for instance Cambell, 1955).

These obervations are important, but they are not accurate enough to reveal

smaller details in the light variation.

Photoelectric lightcurves often refer to maximum or net- maximum phase

only (e.g. Smak 1964, Eggen 1961, Evans 1970). Complete lightcurves (covering

at least one cycle) are scanty. Some have been published by Eggen (1972a) and

Wisse and Wisse (1971a, paper I; 1972c). More recently Cells has made

photoelectric observations on red variables (Cells 1975, 1977). The 1975

results consists of a number of scattered observations, form which he derives

a two colour diagram, which is consistent with the results described in

section 5 and 6 of the present paper.

In his second paper Celis presents lightcurves of about 60 Mira type variables

in many cases for more than one cycle.



Unfortunately the number of observations in each cycle is often not enough

to cover the lightcurve completely, or to reveal small details in the ;

lightvariation. In a third paper Celis (1978) has made an attempt to relate

intrinsic amplitude and molecular absorption by means of an empirical :

relation among some characteristic elements of the lightcurves.

Smak (1964) also investigated the effect of TiO absorption on the

colours of H type variables. Kubiak (1966) did the same for early M-giants.

The mentioned observations are nearly all in the UBV-system, of course not

the most suitable system in case of the red variables. Luckily much progress

is made in research in infrared wavelength region. Espescially observations

at the continuumpoint at 10400A haven been published (Wing, 1967). Lockwood

and Wing (1971) determined lightcurves for 25 Mira variables (also in other

narrow spectral regions), Lockwood (1972) used the same photometric system

om Mira variables to determine 1,04 magnitudes, near-infrared colours and

molecular bandatrengths.

Barnes (1973) observed Mira variables in the VRI system. Scanner

observations have been published by Wing et al. (1967) and by Maehara and

Yamashita (1976).

Not very much has been done on the small amplitude variables. (Smak, 1964;

Eggen 1973, 1975, paper I).

1.4 Motions, Absolute Magnitude. Spatial Distribution

Determination of the motions of the red variables are indispensable

for the derivation of statistical parallexes, absolute magnitudes and the

dynamics of the system of red variables.

An important and much used study on proper motions of red variables

is the one by Osvalds and Risley (1961). They derived absolute magnitudes

from statistical parallaxes. Smak (1964, 1966) applied corrections to the

absolute magnitude given by Osvalds and Risley.

Feast (1963) published a study on kinematics and absolute magnitudes

of Hira variables. He found a relationship between mean velocity and period,

and also derived a period-luminosity relation.

Wallerstein (1962) determined absolute magnitudes as a function of

colour index and metal abundance for stars in five different clusters. Possibly

the metal abundance decreases with spectral type,- which is consistent with the

possibility that dispersions and velocities increase with spectral type. The

absolute magnitude is apparently more sensitive to metal abundance than to

spectral type.



I Feast (1966) and Smak and Preston (1965) studied the kinematics

f. of distant Mira-stars. They arrived at quite different results especially

I conspicuous in the value of Oort's constant A for the various period-groups.

• Feast (1972) attributed the differences to selectioneffects, and was able

I to remove a large part of the discrepancy.

|; Blanco (1965) and Plaut (1965) published survey papers on the
I
\: motions and distributions of red giant stars.
?•
|. An earlier summary is given by Payne-Gapaschkin (1954). On short

f- period variables and semiregular variables important papers are the ones by

J Clayton and Feast (1964) on statistical parallaxes and one by Feast et al.
•7

%. (1972) on the kinematics of the red Sil variables. They found no evidence
V
| for a dependence of mean keneraatic property on period. (See the last chapter
?•
I of this paper.)

X
I' 1.5 Red giants in clusters, the center of the galaxy, the Magellanic clouds.

f- Already mentioned is the paper by Wallerstein (1962). More recently

':- a number of studies have been published, of which we will name a few.

I- A nice review paper is the one by Feast (1972). More recently Glass and

|. Feast (1973) published infra-red photometry on red giants in 47 Tucanae and c*>

P Centauri. They derived bolometrlc corrections and found that these are close

f- to those for population I giants of the same colours, and also that the TiO

K bands are of the same strengths. They also found a considerable (U-B) excess,

t- compared with the IH colours. Lloyd Evans (1976) is investigating red variables

I in the central bulge of the galaxy.

L Blanco et al. (1978) published an interesting study, in which they

; compared -;he distribution of M and C stars in the galaxy and the Magellanic

f Clouds. They used low dispersion spectra to recognise the different spectral

| types. They found numerous late M stars in the clear nuclear bulge region

;. (Baade's window) but virtually no C-stars. Many C type stars were found in

'.- the small Magellanic Cloud central regions, but only a few M stars.
I
I Elsewhere the numbers were comparable.

i

I 1.6 Spectroscopy

[ Numerous investigations have been carried out on spectra of late

| type stars. Many deal with the determination of radial velocities, like the
i
! already mentioned work by Feast, and also the earlier work by Joy (1942) and
| Wilson (1942).



One of the most conspicuous features in the spectra of Mira

type variables is the presence of emissionlines at various phases of the

lightvariation. See e.g. Merrill et al. (1962). Other M-type stars often

do not show emissionlines. One sometimes gets the impression that there

exists a correlation between the presence of emission lines and the

regularity of the light variation.

The study of the spectra of late type stars is difficult. Many

molecular bands dominate the scene, no clear continuumpoints seem to be

present, and at the short wavelengths numerous metallic lines obscure the

continuum. (An adequate temperaturescale is difficult to establish). Large

scale convection, of which no good theoretical model exists, makes the

construction of models of the atmosphere extremely difficult. Also the

abundances of the various elements, of which the C/0 ratio is very

important, are not very well known. A summary of these problems and some

thoughts on the formation of heavy elements has been presented by Edmunds

(1978). Wing (op.cit) also gives a review of the difficulties in the

interpretation of the spectra of late type giants.

Recently Tsuji (1978) computed spectral energy distribution and

effective temperature scales for H-giants. He, necessarily, used simplified

models with LTE and hydrostatic equilibrium. He found higher effective

temperatures than those usually adopted, but remarked that they are possibly

more consistent with evolutionary models. He also found that the TiO

absorption is very sensitive to temperature. (This might be one of the

causes of small irregularities in the lightvariation of red variable giants).

Again not much work seems having been done on the small amplitude variables. I

1.7 Polarization and microwave emission

Late type variables often show intrinsic and time dependent

polarization. Dombrovskii (1970) found, that the degree of polarization and

the ranz* of variation increase with wavelength. He found a correlation between

variations in polarization, luminosity and colour for a number of stars. More

measurements on late type stars have been made by Dyck and Jennings (1971)

and Serkowski (1966).

Microwave emission from red giants has recently been discovered (see Olnon, 1978)1
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1.8 Theory and models; evolution

Because of enormous complexity of the problem not many papers have

been published on the theoretical aspects of the late type stars. Tsuji

(op.cit.) published a paper on the atmospheres of El-type giants.

Schwarzschild (1975) investigated the possibility of large scale convection,

and tentatively reached the conclusion, that very large convection cells

with temperatures of 1000K higher than the surroundings might reach the

surface of the star. Evidence for mass loss has been discussed by Deutsch

(1960). This case has been strengthened by the discovery of intrinsic

polarization and microwave emission.

Keeley (1970 a, b) constructed models on the variability of the

long period variable stars. He showed, that large amplitude pulsation can

occur in convective stars. Iben (1974) published a review paper on the post

main sequence evolution of single stars. Feast (1972) remarked, that SR and

Hira stars might represent different stages of evolution.

Wilson (1976) analysed the presence of emission lines in LPVS in

terms of shock waves.

Ashbrook et al. (1954), analysed the lightcurve of ItCephei by

means of a stochastic process, but Sharpless et al. (1966) used a power

spectrum analysis and came to the conclusion that Lt Cephei showed an

unexpected degree of regularity.

Eddington and Plakidis (1929) summarized the irregularities in the

lightvariation of LPVS.

Fischer (1969) investigated the irregularity in the light changes

of Hira Ceti, Lukatskaya (1375) used an autocorrelative analysis oa the

SR and lib stars.

In the last chapter of the present paper another approach is used on

the lightvariation of the red variables.

1.9 Summary, requirements

Since this paper is concerned mainly with the small amplitude

variables, we will confine this section to this type of stars. It may have

become clear, that the present state of knowledge of the SR and especially

of the Lb variables is far from being satisfactory. Only a small number of

photoelectric lightcurves exist, and they are nearly all beased on a limited

number of observations.



They give some indication on the behaviour of the colour curves, but

contain not enough information to see wether there is a difference in

photometric behaviour between for instance the SR and the Lb stars.

They ire also not sufficient to reveal details in tha lightvariation, as

found in paper I.

It has been found, that the giant variables show (U-B) colours,

which are too blue for their spectral types, but no precise analysis of

this phenomenon has been made.

The present investigation on SR variables was made to get a more

accurate information on the behaviour of the light and colour curves of the

small amplitude variables, and to see wether the variables can be distinguished

on the ground of their photometric behaviour. These observations are of

course not sufficient to solve the problems concerning the giant variables.

The red stars being extremely complex physical systems, progress in

the interpretation can only be made by simultaneous observations of may

different aspects of the problem. These observations (spectroscopy, photometry,

polarization) should not be confined to scattered points of the light cycle,

but they should cover completely more than one cycle of many different types

of red variables.

We realize that this will be a gigantic task, but we feel that the

small scale fluctuations, as discovered in the present survey, may play an

important part in the whole complex of phenomena.

We feel that the results by Schwarzschild. on large scale convection,

and by Tsuji (his remark for instance that TiO absorption is very sensitive

to temperature) deserve much attention. It is possible that a combination of

these processes is responsible for a large part of the variation in light

and colours.

Measurements of the variation in time of the strength of molecular

absorption bands might also be of great importance. All these observations

cannot be made at one place, by one person, but if only a few characteristic

members of the family of giant stars are selected, the observations can be

carried oat at a number of observations and should not take much (valuable)

observing time and especially not if modern high speed observing techniques

are used,

A program like this will yield results which will contribute to a

better understanding of the giant red variable stars.

-8-
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Section 2

The Survey

In view of what has been mentioned above the author and his wife have

conducted a two year survey of semiregular and irregular variables of

various types; some of the results have been published already (Wisse and

Wisse, 1971, a, b, c; 1972, a, b, c ) . The main purpose of the present survey

was to observe as many stars as possible through the whole range of their

light variation and to get well covered light and colour curves.

Accordingly, stars have been selected from the GCVS on the

criterion that they must be brighter than m v 9.5 at minimum.

In order to get good coverage of light and colour curves it was

tried to observe each variable at least once every two or three nights.

The programme stars with their comparison stars and the

coordinates of the comparison stars are given is Table I, together with the

adopted magnitudes and colour indices for the comparison stars.

The galactic distribution of the variable stars is shown in

Figure I.

The survey being finished one can investigate a number of properties

of the light and colour variations.

1) Periodicity. One cannot really expect to find the observed time of

maximum in agreement with the predictions, because the periods are

usually poorly defined.

2) Amplitudes. The amplitudes of the light variation are often used to

distinguish between various types of variables. We do not consider any

long term variations in mean brightness, but we look only at the

individual cycles.

We should be able to say something about the amplitudes of the colour

variations of which hardly anything is known.

3) Shape of light curves. Does the shape of the light curve vary strongly

from cycle to cycle? Are there small irregularities, like humps, shoulders,

and if so, how do they behave?

4) The behaviour of the colour curves in relation to the light variation.

Smak's (1964) observations were not sufficient to perform such an analysis.

5) Mean colours of the variable stars and their paths in the (U-B)-(B-V) plane.



It was hoped that the answers to these problems might give us

some clues towards a better defined classification scheme for the red

variable stars. Although we have not met by a long way the requirements

specified in section 1, we have been able to show that a more detailed

classification, based on UBV photometry is possible.

An attempt to classify the N and S type variables has been made

by Eggen (1972 b, c).

|

The observations and reductions are discussed in section 3; in

section 4 a description is given of the individual variables. Section 5

gives a discussion of the general properties of light and colour curves, as

indicated in the present section. In section 6 we investigate how the results

obtained in sections 4 and 5 can be used to give a better defined classifi-

cation of the red variables. Vta will also point out some other interesting

phenomena, followed by a final discussion in section 7.

•c-- •- v ,„ -,-v



Section 3

Observations and Reductions

The observations have been made with the 50-cm Boiler and Chivens

cassegrain telescope of the former Republic Observatory at Johannesburg and

a conventional-single channel UBV photometer, consisting of an unrefrigerated

EMI 6685 photomultiplier and 2 mm UG 2 (U), 1 nun BG 12 + 2 mm GG 13 (B) and

2 mm OG 4 (V) filters.

Comparison stars were chosen as close to the variable as possible,

preferably of spectral types G ank K. Thus we could avoid colour terms, and

reduce the possibility of variability of the comparison stars. In the three

cases where H-type comparison stars had been used, all three stars turned

out to be variable! (Wisse 1971 a, b, Wisse and Wisse 1972 d).

The sequence sky - corap. - var. - var. - comp. in the three

wavelength regions was chosen to give one observation of the variable.

All measurements have been made differentially. Mo corrections

for differential absorption have been applied between variables and comparison

stars, because the difference in air mass was always very small.

The following transformation formulae have been used:

I 0)
A (8-V) v
AV =JV -£vA*ecz + £ &C8-V)

Because of the fact that the variability of the atmospheric

transparency (smoke!) prevented highly accurate measurements anyway, and

because of the choice of standard stars of comparable spectral types, no

second order terms have been taken into account. In the case (variable -

comparison) the terms with .Asec z were supposed to be zero.

A method described by Hardie (1962) was used to determine the

transformation coefficients, giving: £ =-0.102;^*.= 0.870; <f = 1.258.

All the reductions have been made with the Hewlett Packard 9100A

desk-top computer of the Republic Observatory. The accuracy of the magnitudes

and colours of the comparison stars are indicated in Table I.



The strongly:and sometimes rapidly varying transparency of the

Johannesburg atmosphere is responsible for the large mean errors. The

observations of the variables are much more accurate because of the smaller

time interval and small A sec z. The estimated mean error in dV and A (B-V)

is about £0?02, and slightly larger for A (U-3) for a single observation.

Sis
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TABLE I COORDINATES, MAGNITUDES. AND COLOUR INDICSS OF THE COMPARISON STARS

The mean errors are in 0.001

VAR
COUP ci
(SAO) 1970 me B-V me U-B

•9 Aps

RT Cnc

V369 Cen

EU Del

RU Equ

AK Hya

S Lep

RX Lep

X Hon 1
V523 Hon]

V933 Oph

UW Peg

UX Sgr

AX Sco

257133

98254

239773

106300

126686

154484

171241

150222

133964

141932

127421

161918

184563

U Hya 156167

T Ind 230636

AQ Sgr 187675

V412 Cen 241371

V744 Cen 224297

U Del 106396

V551 Oph 185573

T * Ser 101610

RW Vir 138582

HD 197753 106396

14h12D00S

8 56 14

12 13 00

20 35 15

21 16 05

8 36 55

6 5 15

5 10 45

6 56 31

17 51 15

22 15 20

18 50 02

16 40 55

RR Car 237580 3 59 15

Y Cen 182608 14 28 52

SU Sgr 187675 19 04 35

SW Vir 139229 13 11 50

10 40 45

21 18 15

19 04 35

13 59 10

13 36 29

20 40 40

17 36 25

15 31 50

12 04 22

20 40 40

-76°18>

+10 37

-55 14

+18 07

+ 7 36

-16 56

-23 33

-11 52

- 8 49

- 3 36

+ 2 52

-16 33

-27 08

It Gru 231104 22 21 00

X TrA 257257 15 12 32

-13 40

-45 19

-22 40

-57 03

-49 52

+17 22

-28 00

+16 06

- 5 34

+17 22

-46 01

-70 23

7.84

8.76

7.20

8.55

9.34

8.63

7.57

8.23

7.50

8.79

8.49

7.84

-58 52 8.03

-29 12 7.66

-22 40 8.49

- 3 22 7.26

6.80

9.21

8.49

6.93

7.91

6.19

6,79

6.50

7.59

6.19

8.71

6.86

37

34

48

28

22

44

51

85

27

46

42

30

61

44

38

58

52

27

38

39

44

26

38

47

44

26

42

35

+0.04

+1.14

+1.38

+1.10

+0.74

+0.89

+1.21

+0.45

8.59 47 +1.20

+1.35
+1.67
+1.08
+1.74

+0.51

+1.44

+1.10

+1.48

+0.62

+0.32

+1.10

+1.76

•i-1.34

+0.94

+1.92

+1.26

+1.06

+0.94

+1.32

+0.74

+15

24

19

08

12

17

26

20

11

12

16

16

25

07

20

23

23

20

20

15

20

07

25

09

16

07

11

15

-0.09

+0.99

+1.55

+1.00

+0.36

+0.49

+1.15

-0.06

22 +1.02

+0.95

+1.92

+1.49

+0.57

+2.36

+1.42

+0.90

+0.57

+1.50

70

+1.36 25

+2.22 85

+0.74 44

+2.19 60

-0.05 65

+1.71 65

+0.95 42

+1.82 54

42

53
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3 TABLE I (continued)

COMP «H970
VAR (SAO) 1970 B-V U-B

V450 Aql 106300

T Cen 204738

RY Mon

IW Car

O 1 Cen

AX Sgr

134264

250565

239176

161106

2Oh350158

13 40 20

7 07 45

9 23 45

11 32 35

18 07 05

+18°07'

-33 34

- 8 14

-63 33

-59 21

-18 00

8.55

8.91

7.14

8.53

9.84

8.99

28 +1.10

51 +0.97

46 +1.18

47

45

36

+0.65

+0.89

+1.34

08 +1.00

17 +0.62

23

19 +0.10

13 +0.17

13 +1.41

61

53

61

62

51

b)

V418 Cea 252666

CK Ori 112787

RX Vir 138582

14 13 00

5 25 45

12 04 22

-63 45

+ 4 11

- 5 34

8.22

7.33

7.59

26

44

44

+1.22

+1.17

+1.06

10 +1.27

32 +1.16

16 +0.90

53

34

55

a)

b)

V uncertain because of long cloudy spel l .

Redetermination. See Paper I.

For a number of stars other comparison stars have been used in 1970 than in

1971. They are given in Table la.

TABLE la

RR Car
U Hya
RW Vir
SW Vir

See Par

Y Cen 182596

U Del 106300

X TrA 253116

T * Ser 101637

l)X Sgr 161972

14 27 51

20 35 15

15 18 20

15 35 58

18 54 20

-29 47

+18 07

-69 52

+15 55

-16 35

9.60

8.55

7.77

8.65

9.J6

27 +1.03

28 +1.10

52 +1.41

24 +1.34

24 +1.78

10 +0.67 95

08 +1.00 61

09

25 +1.85 118

14 +1.94 16

4|
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TABLE II (continued)

STAB cC.1970 >1970 <U-B) Af E(B-V)

GROUP III

V412 CEK

V744 Cen

U Del

V551 Oph

T*Ser

RW ViJ-

i. HD 197753
•*<

V
GROUP IV

U Hya

T Ind

AQ Sgr

GROUP V

111 Gru

X TrA

Mb 13h55m24S

M8III 13 38 05

M5II-II

M2

M5II-II

MSI 11

N2(O7 )

N(C73>

C5,

S5.7S

C5,

10 36 10

21 18 12

19 32 39

22 21 00

15 11 21

-57°43' 311?68

-49 48 310.89

4?04 +1.74
0.19 0.02 0.20

20

17

15

12

20

44

38

35

05

43

00

59

05

42

45

+17

-27

+15

- 6

+18

57

23

12

36

08

62.

0.

29.

283.

98

76

09

50

+12.17 +1.57 +1.39

-15.19 + 1 ' 5 5 + 1 - 2 6

.69 0.24 0.07 0.30

0.76
1.2

0.19

+0.42 7.03 0.5- 0.16

0.47 +0.26 6.11 0.5+ 0.09

0.26 0.04
+1.61 +1.23

+ 1,71 +1.82 0.07 0.03

0. Xd
+0.10 6.45

8.27

+49.48 L.41 +1.01 0.33 0.11 -0.01
0.13

+54.46 +1.56 +1.17 0.38 0.05 0.11 +0.05

+1.73 0.22 0.04

-13 14 259.95 +38.07 +2.56

-45 09 355.26 -44.64 +2.50

-16 27 22.73 -16.69 +3.30

0.12

0.33 0.13

-46 04 350.28

-69 58 314.60

-56.15 + i ! '" +1.95 0.51 0.04 0.45
+2 .02

6.65
6.25

6.89

8.28

5.65 0+

0 0+

6.99 0+

0.10

0.30

0.06

0.05

0

-10.51 +3.38 0.51 0.36 5.30 0+

•- •/ '•• <n. . „ ; , •
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TABLE II ( c o n t i n u e d )

STAR tL 1970 ^1970

GROUP VI

V450 Aql M8 1 9 h 3 2 m i 7 B + 5 ° 2 4 ' 42?68 - 6.84 +1.57 +1.45 0.48 0.09 0.30 +0.32

T Cen Koe-M4eII 13 40 02 -33 27 314.80 +28.12 +1.58 +1.621.27 0.32 1.09
2.04 0.30 0.85

6.33
6.10

6.24
+0.48 6.75

6.53

RY Mon R(C4Q)o

GROUP VII

07 05 30 - 7 30 221.42 - 0.03

IW Car

•» O Cen

Go+Ao

Gola

AX Sgr G8Ia

09 26 11 -63 30 282.42 - 9.24 -0.82 +0.66
0.14 0.03
0.11 0.13 +0.07

0.19 0.20

11 30 22 -59 17 292.95 + 1.88 +1.01 +0.75 0.27 0.18 0.13 +0.06

18 06 44 -18 34 11.59 + 0.72 +2.03

0 +0.71 7.10

0 -0.47 6.15

0 -0.94 8.73

GROUP VIII

V418 Cen

CK Ori

RX Vir

K5

K2UI

Ko

14

05

12

18

28

03

57

45

12

-64

+ 4

- 5

06

11

36

312

199

282

.50

.53

.26

- 3

-15

+55

.05

.92

.22

+1.74
+1.77

+1.27

+1.45

+1
+2

+1

0.

.92

.02

.38

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 .5

0

0

E(B-V)

?fi
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Section 4

Individual variables: light and colour curves

In this section a condensed description is given of the observed

light and colour curves and sometimes other interesting properties of the

individual stars. The numerical data are summarized in Table II.

No reference is made to the original discovery of the star, or

determinations of spectral types and periods.

The stars have already been divided into different groups, the

criteria of the classification will be described in later sections.

The following abbreviations will be used:

LC = light curve; CC - colour curve; ph.r. = phase relation(ship);

a.ph. = anti phase; r.b. = rising branch; d.b. = descending branch.

With anit phase is meant, that the CC has its maximum when the LC is in

its minimum. Further a "phase difference number" A<f is introduced. &.<f= 0

when LC and CC's are in phase, &<f = 0,5 when LC and CC are in a.ph.,

Af = 0 + when tCmax slightly ahead of CCm(Jx, and similar difinitions for

A$' = 0 -; Af = 0,5 +; Af = 0,5 -; Af = ? indicates that there is no ph.r.

between LC and CC's.

A <f (B-V) and & f (U-B) refer to the individual colour curves,

A<J refers to both (B-V) and (U-B).

If there is no certainty about A*f, then a question mark is put

behind the value e.g. &<f = 0,5 * ?

Light and colour curves are shown in Figure 2. In the text only

the last four digits of the Julian Date are given. In order to get the right

JD one has to add 2440000 to the given numbers.

Group I SRb variables of spectral type M, on the Lower Locus of Red

Variables (LRV)

6_Aos 1970: LC: regular. Af = 0.5 (Fig. 2.1a)

1971: LC: maximum and minimum are both fainter than in 1970.

Small hump on d.b. close to minimum. The first r.b. rises

very slowly.A<f = 0.5 (Fig. 2.1b).

-IS-
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HT Cnc LC: fairly regular. One max., two min. Observed P —• 80 . j

Hump on last d.b. close to min. One max. uncertain. \

CC: <B-V) fairly small amplitude. Max. higher for lower light \

minimum. |

(U-B) large scatter. Deep minimum during high light f

maximum. Af= 0.5 (Fig. 2.2). |

V369 Cen 1970: LC: fairly regular, one (broad) min. and one max. Hump just

after minimum and second d.b.

CC: (U-B) irregular after JD 0780. 4 <f = 0.5 (Fig. 2.3a).

1971: LC: regular. Three max., and two min., all of increasing

hei*ht- P obs * 70<I-
CC: (U-B) cycles have varying (increasing) amplitude. Strong

activity (mainly in U) around JD 1142. Af= 0.5 (Fig. 2.3b)

EU Del 1970: LC: slightly irregular. Two max., and one min. Small hump on

second r.b. close to min. Some sort of tail or big hump after

second maximum (Cfr. X Hon). P **' 63 .
obs

CC: (U-B) some activity in U at the time of the big hump?

&<f= 0.5 (Fig. 2.4a)

1971: LC: Two min., two max. First min. 0.13 brighter than second

one. Hump near second min. on d.b. The two maxima have been

shifted from preceding the predicted time in 1970 to following

it in 1971.

CC: (B-V) Amplitude of second cycle larger than that of the

first.

(B-V) is bluer for the cycle with the deep light minimum.

(U-B) Amplitude of second cycle larger. AfP= 0.5. Some of the

scatter may be intrinsic.

Eggen (1969) gives an amplitude 5V= 0.42 (Fig. 2.4b).

Observations starting at JD 1220 for 1971 and 1972 (following

ours) have been published by Eggen (1973),see section 5.3.

RS_SSl L C : Smooth, perhaps e hump on r.b.

(B-V) =0.5 (Fig. 2.5).



AK Hjra LC: Three maxima of different heights. P o b "* 70 and 80 .

Small hump on last d.b. First d.b. steeper than second one.

CC: (B-V). (B-V) bluer for fainter V.

CU-B) Very shallow minimum at the time of the low light

maximum. A *f= 0.5 (Fig. 2.6).

S Lep LC: Fairly regular. Flat d.b., min., secondary max. (well

developed hump), maximum.

CC: (B-V) Irregular wave. A ^ ( B - V ) = 0.5? Small bump in a.ph

with the secondary max. d^(U-B) =0.5?

Serkovski (1966) has found large intrinsic lineair polarization

for S Lep (Fig. 2.7).

RX Lep LC: Smooth, one minimum and one maximum, followed by a lower

minimum and a higher maximum.

CC: Smooth, 4 7 = 0.5, there appears to be a correlation between

the amplitudes of LC and CC's.

RX Lep has been reclassified SRb, the criteria for the

classification will be given in the next sections (See Oravec,

1956). (Fig. 2.8).

X Mon LC: Irregular. One min. and max. Humps on r.b. and d.b. close

to the minimum. After the maximum some sort of tail with small

bump (cfr EU Del).

CC: (B-V) Irregular. af(.B-V) = 0?. but a small dip is present

at the time of the high maximum. A hump (or small maximum) is

present at the time of the primary minimum. -

(U-B) Irregular. A steep maximum is observed during the

deep minimum, and a broad maximum at the time of the tail.

At the time of the maximum a hump has probably been observed.

4^tU-B) = ?

Note that X Mon is an emissionline object! So it can not very

well be compared with the other members of group I, and probably

does not belong to this group at all! (Fig. 2.9).



V523 lion LC: Regular. Four cycles of varying amplitude and shape have

been observed. Periods around 35 days.

CC: A<f= 0.5. Irregular (U-B) in the last cycle. (Fig. 2.10).

V533 Oph LC: Smooth and symmetrical. Next minimum going to be deeper

than the observed one.

The period of 32 , given in the GCVS is not in agreement with

the present observations. Af= 0.5 (Fig. 2.11).

UW Peg 1970: LC: Fairly regular. P .""" 60 . Second maximum narrower and

fainter than first one.

Af(B-V) =0.5 (Fig. 2.12a).

1971: LC: Only a few observations on d.b. Fainter then in 1970

(Fig. 2.12b).

UX Sgr 1970: LC: Regular. Broad minimum followed by two short cycles with

small amplitude. T 4 — 50d, T Bax'" 40
d.

CC: (B-V): 4^(B-V) = 0.5 (Fig. 2.13a).

1971: LC: Both maximum are fainter than in 1970. Small dip just

after the second maximum.

CC: (B-V) slightly bluer than in 1970.

(U-B) large scatter. A<f= 0.5 (Fig. 2.13b).

AX_Sco LC: One maximum. Big hump on r.b.

CC: A^(B-V) = 0.5. Large scatter in (U-B) because of very

red comparison star (Fig. 2.14).

Variables on the Upper LRV (see section 5)

RR_Car LC: Smooth; varying amplitude and cycle length. GCVS period

and epoch not to be trusted. Maximum brighter than in 1970.

(Paper I).

CC: (B-V) Bluer than in 1970. 'af (B-V) = ?; 44T(B-V) = 0+?;

4^CU-B) = 0.5?

RR Car is perhaps an Lb instead of an SRb variable. (Fig. 2.15).

Cells (1975) found RR Car to show very irregular characteristics

in its light variation.
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:Y Cen 1970: LC: Hump on d.b. close to minimum.

'• CC: (B-V):4^(B-V)»O?

; (U-B) Large scatter, d^(U-B) =0.5

(Fig. 2.16a).

1971: LC: Looks like the d.b. of a superimposed longterm variation.

Small hump on second d.b. One maximum.

: CC: Same behaviour as in 1970.

: (U-B) much bluer towards the deep light minimum.

(Fig. 2.16b).

8U_Sgr 1970: LC: Smooth (?). Hump on second d.b. close to maximum.

Amplitudes of the two cycles are equal. Is the first maximum real?

CC: (B-V) almost constant. 4 ̂ (B-V) = ?

(U-B) Large scatter.Af- 0.5?

(Fig. 2.17a).

1971: LC: The two observed maxima are both at least 0?l brighter

than those of 1970. The observed minimum is fainter.

The minimum between the two maxima is very shallow, with two

humps.

CC: Same as 1970 (Fig. 2.17b).

SW Vir LC: Smooth, very large amplitude. Three interfering humps

just before minimum. Brighter than in 1970.

CC: &<f = 0.5. Is the large scatter in (U-B) around JD 1030

real? (See Paper I).

(Fig. 2.18).

Group II Lb variables of spectral type M

V412 Cen 1970: LC: One minimum and one maximum (?). Some humps, close to the

minimum.

CC: (B-V) almost constant, becoming slightly redder. 4^(B-V) = ?

(U-B). Large scatter. df(U-B) = 0.S-.

(Fig. 2.19a).

-2.3-



1971: LC: Note the broad second maximum. The minimum is 0.1 brighter

than the 1970 one. Humps close to the minimum.

CC: (B-V) Irregular. AfiB-V) = ? or 0.5-? ?

(U-B) Large amplitude. 4«»(U-B) = 0.5-, but (U-B) ahead of

(B-V)
max

Both (B-V) and (U-B) are redder than in 1970. (Fig. 2.19b).

V744 Cen 1970: LC: Not very regular. Two maxima, one shallow minimum and a

d.b. going to a deep minimum. Small hump just after shallow

minimum.

CC: (B-V) Almost constant.4 f(B-V) = 0.5 ?

(U-B) The amplitude is correlated with the amplitude nf the

LC. AfW-B) = 0.5+ (Fig. 2.20a).

1971: LC: Smooth, bright maximum, very large amplitude. Three

consecutive humps on second r.b. The high maximum is about 0.4

brighter than in 1970.

CC: (B-V) Large amplitude at the time of the deep minimum

and the high maximum. 4^(B-V) =0.5+

(U-B) Very large amplitude. For (U-B) 4f(U-B) = 0.5+

but closer to 0.5 than 4 f (B-V).

For (U-B) d^CU-B) = 0.5+, but in this case J9»(B-V) is

closer to 0.51 (Fig. 2.20b).

Apparently there is a correlation between the amplitudes of the LC

and CC's. V744 Cen cannot very fell be compared with the other stars

in the survey because it is together with V450 Aql the only one of

spectral type H8, and the TiO bands are very strong indeed.

Knipe (1963) gives an amplitude £v = 0.90; £v = 1.10 was found by

Eggen (1969).

U Del 1970: LC: A minimum is followed by oscillations of small amplitude.

CC: (B-V) Small amplitude. A^(B-V) = 0.5 ?

(U-B) Irregular, a <fW-B) = 0.5 ? during deep light minimum.

(Fig. 2.21a).
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1971: LC: Now a maximum is followed by oscillations of small

amplitude (cfr. SU Sgr). U Del is fainter than in 1970.

CC: (B-V). Small amplitude. 4 f (B-V) = 0.5 ? (B-V) has a

smaller amplitude and is redder than in 1970. Note that

usually (B-V) is bluer when the star is fainter.

(U-B). 4 ^ (U-B) = 0.5 ? slightly bluer than in 1970 ?

(Fig. 2.21b).

Note that the CC behave is a rather irregular way, and that there

is certainly no clear ph.r. between LC and CC's. Mass loss has been

observed (Deutsch, 1960).

VS51 Oph 1970: LC: Irregular variations of very small amplitude and short

period. P o b g ^ 1 5
d .

CC: (B-V). Almost constant. Af(B-V) = ? (Fig. 2.22a).

1971: The same as in 1970 (Fig. 2.22b).

_Ser 1970: LC: Irregular variations.

CC: (B-V) Fiar amplitude. Af (B-V) = 0 ?

(U-B) Too much scatter. (Fig. 2.23a).

1971: LC: Same behaviour as in 1970, but the whole light curve is

brighter than the brightest point in 1970!

CC: (B-V). 4^(B-V) = ?. (B-V) is not redder or bluer than in

1970, although the star is much brighter.

(U-B). 4ftU-B) = 0? (Fig. 2.23b).

Time dependent polarization has been found by Dijck and Jennings (1971).

RW Vir LC: Minor oscillations superimposed on the fairly smooth main

light variation. Brighter than in 1970. (Paper I).

CC: (B-V). Almost straight line, (B-V) becoming about 0?07

redder over the observed part of the LC. &<f (B-V) = ?

(U-B) Irregular wave. 4^(U-B) = 0.5 ? (Fig. 2.24).

HD_197753 LC: Irregular wave. On the average fainter than in 1970.

CC: (B-V) Small amplitude, little bit redder than in 1970 (!)

(cfr. U Del). d^(B-V) = ? See Wisse (1971a). (Fig. 2.25).



Group III SRb variables of spectral types C, R, H, S.

U_Hja LC: Smooth, one minimum and two (?) maxima. Much fainter than

in 1970. (Paper I).

CC: (B-V) Smooth. 4^(B-V) = 0. (Fig. 2.26).

T Ind 1970: LC: Irregular. Only a maximum has been observed.

Are rapid fluctuations present?

CC: (B-V): Af (B-V) = 0. (Fig. 2.27a).

1971: LC: Fairly smooth, fainter than in 1970. I

CC: (B-V). Redder than in 1970. ^f(B-V) = 0 (Fig. 2.27b)

59_§I L C : O n ly a minimum has been observed. 4j*(B-V) = 0+, (Fig. 2.28)

Group IV Lb variables of spectral types S, R. N, C.

TjC Gru 1970: LC: One minimum. Small hump on r.b.?

CC: (B-V). Very small amplitude. afCB-V) = ?

(H-B). Large scatter, but clearly becoming redder over the

whole observed part of the LC. (Fig. 2.29a).

1971: LC: One broad minimum, and a very big hump, just before the

minimum.

CC: (B-V). Amplitude larger than in 1970. 0?15 bluer than in

1970. A^(B-V) = ? (Fig. 2.29b).

X_TrA 1970: LC: Very smooth with a small hump just before the very broad

minimum.

CC: (B-V). Smooth. Large amplitude. A<f>CB-\) = 0+. (Fig. 2.30a>.

1971: Same as in 1970, only the (B-V) is slightly redder. (Fig. 2.30b).

X TrA shows the same characteristics as the stars of group III.

Group V SRa variables

V450_Aql Note. The scatter arises from the fact that the observations had

to be reduced to another comparison star, because the original one

proved to be variable. (Wisse and Wisse 1972d).

1970: LC: Fairly regular. Small hump near minimum?

CC: (B-tf) Fair amplitude. /itf'(B-V) = 0.5 (Fig. 2.31a).

-26-
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1971: LC: Fairly regular. Both maxima and minima brighter than in

1970.

CC: (B-V) Regular.

(U-B) Large scatter. A <f = 0.5. (Fig. 2.31b).

In 1971 the observed times of maxima are close to the predictions.

This was not the case in 1970. V450 Aql shows much resemblance to

the stars of group I. Possibly it is indeed an SRb variable.

I

T Cen 1970: LC: Smooth, large amplitude. Two shoulders, before and

after the first maximum. The amplitude of the second cycJe

is much larger than that of the first o 3!

CC: (B-V) Large amplitude.

(U-B> Very large amplitude. Af = 0-. (Fig. 2.32a).

1971: LC: Smooth, small hump on second r.b. just before maximum.

The amplitude is larger than in 1970, primarily because of

the deeper minima. Both maximum and minimum of the second

cycle are brighter than the ones of the first cycle.

CC: Same as in 1970. (Fig. 2.32b).

Note that the 1971 light minima are deeper than in 1970, but

that the CC minima are brighter. The behaviour of the CC may

partly be explained by the fact that T Cen is an emission line

star. It is often considered as being a short period Mira variable

(e.g. Feast 1963).

RY Slon LC: Only a very broad minimum has been observed. RY Mon is

extremely red! (Fig. 2.33).

Group VI SRd variables

IW_Car LC: Fairly smooth, two minima and three maxima of increasing

height. Humps occjr in every cycle. The first maximum is

fainter than the one observed in 1970. (Paper I).

CC: (B-V) Fair amplitude. Bluest at highest maximum.

(U-B) Fair amplitude. d<f= 0 (Fig. 2.34).

The colours become bluer and the amplitude of the CC tend to become

larger when the light maxima become brighter. The colours are bluer

than in 1970. (See also section 6).



o Cen 1970: LC: One maximum. Possibly small oscillations present.

CC: (U-B) has a large scatter. df= 0. (Fig. 2.35a).

1971: LC: One minimum and one maximum. Small oscillations are

present. The maximum i3 brighter than in 1970.

CC: A<P= 0. Small oscillations.probably present in (B-V).

(Fig. 2.35b).

The colours are bluer for a brighter maximum (cfr. IW Car).

V s 5.10, B-V = 1.11, from the photometric catalogue by Blanco et

al. (1968). See also Humphreys et al. (1971).

AX Sgr LC: It is not quite clear whether maxima or minima have been

observed or not, since extrapolation of the light curve cannot

be done with certainty.

CC: 4f(B-V) = 0. (Fig. 2.36).

AX Sgr is heavily reddened.

Humphreys (1970) gives V = 7.40, B-V = 2.03.

We thank Dr. M. Feast who drew our attention to this star.

See also Humphreys et al. (1971).

Ferule (1975) found hardly any variation in light, which is not

surprising, since his observations were close together in time and

brightness varies extremely slowly.

Miscellaneous

Six more variables have been observed, three of which have been reported to be

constant in light in an earlier paper (Wisse and Wisse, 1971 c). They are

V418 Centauri, CK Orionis and RX Virginis. All three have spectral type K.

RX Vir has a very large ultraviolet excess. V418 Cen shows constant light,

but (B-V) was in 1971 slightly redder (about 0?03) and (U-B) was in 1971
m

about 0.1 redder than in 1970. This might indicate that there still was some

activity in the blue part of the spectrum. Unfortunately RX Vir and CK Ori

have been observed in 1971 only. (Figs. 2.37, 2.38, 2.39).

The other three variables' are Z Eri, RR Eri and T Cet. They all belong to

group I. All three have &<P= 0.5.

Unfortunately it has not been possible to transform the natural magnitude and

colours of the comparison stars to the UBV system because of a long cloudy spell.

Eggen (1969) gives an amplitude V = 0?39 for Z Eri. Dijck and Jennings (1971)

found intrinsic polarization for this star.
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Section 5

General properties of the variation in light and colour.

In this section we will derive from the observations some general

properties. We define the following parameters:

a) Mean light V and mean colours (B-V) and (U-B). They have been computed

by taking the average of the highest and lowest minima and maxima observed.

b) The amplitudes in light and colour fV, f(B-V), £(U-B).

c) The phase difference number & *f, to be discussed in section 6.

d) The parameter Q, defined by:

Q = (U-B) - 0.72 (B-V) (2)

Q is supposed to be free of interstellar reddening, and will be discussed

in section 7.

5.1 Two colour diagrams; reddening.

Three two-colour diagrams have been constructed (Figs. 3, 4, 5).

Figure 3 shows the variables, plotted according to their type of variability

(GCVS types). No correction for reddening were applied. The intrinsic main

and giant sequences were taken from Landolt-Bornstein (1965). Two RV Tauri

variables have been included in the diagram (U Mon and R Set), mainly for

comparison. They have been discussed in a separate paper (Wisse and Wisse,

1973). Two positions are given for R Scuti, for in 1970 this variable was

much bluer than in 1971. A thin, dashed arrow connects the two points.

Du Puy (1973) has published photoelectric observations of a number of RV

Tauri stars.

In Figure 4 the variables are plotted according to their galactic latitude.

The direction of the reddening line is indicated.

One may have some doubt about the slope of the reddening line

Y _ EQI-B)
E(B-V)

for the red giants.

Schmidt-Kaler (1961) gives a theoretical value Y = 0.70 for an M 1.5 giant,

but he points out that this value for Y may not be very accurate. From

observations of super-giants Schmidt-Kaler derived somewhat higher values

for Y, but the mean errors are quite large, so the final result is very

uncertain.
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•Buser (1978) derives a value Y = 0,9 for M5 III giants from artificial

; colours.

We have adopted the value Y = 0.72. Glass and Feast (1973) used a value

Y = 1.0, but whatever value one chooses, it will not make very much

'. difference for the present results.

From Figure 5 it will be clear, that we do not have to expect heavy

reddening for the stars in our sample. If we exclude UW Pegasi, we-have

i a lower limit V = 8.50 to the mean brightness. Taking M = -1 (Joy, 1942;

Wilson, 1942; this paper, appendix) we find that, in the absence of

interstellar absorption, all variables lie within a distance of 800 pc.

Furthermore as may also be seen from Figure 1, many stars are at high

galactic latitudes. The variables with /b/ < 10 will be reddened, but

V4S0 Aquilae is intrinsically red, and other variables, like V523

Honocerotis or V412 Centauri, are quite bright and consequently close to

the sun.

We have made a rough estimate of the colour excess, E (B-V), for the M-type

stars, using the following relations:

Av
M

E(P-B) _
' E(B-V) " U# ' E(B-V)

A = 0.14 cosec/b/ ( 1- expJ-0.01 r sin/b/J } (3>

Buser (1978) found a value R = 3,5 for the ratio total to selective

absorption.

We should keep in mind that the interstellar absorption model (see for

instance Clayton and Feast, 1969) is not very reliable for /b/ < 10 ;

however, in the present sample we have only a few stars for which /b/ < 10°.

The computed values for E(B-V) have been included in Table II.

Figure 5 shows the two colour diagram for the intrinsic colours (B-V)oand

(U-B) . The overall appearance of the diagram, as compared with Fig. 4,

has not changed very much. (The vertical line gives the relation found by

Lee (1970) for population I giants of late spectral types. We will discuss

this relation in section 5.3).

Since we do not want to draw any conclusions on individual variables, we

will use Figure 3 as the starting point of our discussion. The results will

not be affected by our neglect of the reddening. Johnson (1966) showed, that

reddening can be neglected for H III giants.

•#•"•
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It is easy to see from Figure 3, tbat the SRb and Lb variables

of spectral type M define a narrow strip in the two-colour plane, parallel

to the giant sequence, and about 0.5 brighter in (U-B). In fact we compare

M-type giants with K-type giants, so the ultraviolet excesses of toe M-type

variables are actually quite large.

Four variables have even brighter (U-B) than the stars of the above mentioned

strip: RR Carinac, Y Centauri, SW Virginia and SU Sagittarii. These stars

all show irregular light curves of strongly varying amplitude. They somtimes

have so "normal" phase lag (i.e. A*f - 0.5, see sections 4 and 6) between

light and colour variations and they sometimes show large scatter in (U-B).

It was first believed that a definite gap existed between the two gourps,

but this point of view had to be altered slightly (or perhaps fundamentally).

The stars V418 Centauri and CK Orionis, which showed constant light

during the period of observation, lie on the right place in the two colour

diagram, according to their spectral types. This is evidently not the case

for the third "constant variable" RX Virginis; this star has a very large

ultraviolet excess.

5.2 On the amplitudes of the variation in light and colour.

The figures 6, 7, 8 show the relation between (B-V) and the

amplitudes Sv, £(B-V) and &(U-B) for the SRa, SRb and Lb variables. (The

abcissa (B-V) was chosen arbitrarily). We do not consider any long term

variations, but we look only at individual cycles.

The diagrams do not all show the same number of symbola, because sometimes

the JV was quite large, for instance in the case of T Centauri, but primarily

because a number of stars were too faint or too red to have had their (U-B)'s

or even (B-V)'s measured.

Figure 6 shows the various values ofS\. Apparently most variables have

JV < 0?6. Exceptions are V744 Centauri, SW Virginis and RR Carinae (see 5,1),

X Honocerotis and T Centauri (they have emission-line spectra).

All M -type Lb variables have 6V < 0?4; the only exception is RX Leporis

(see section 6).
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t' *
|V The (B-V) amplitudes have been plotted in Figure 7. It is obvious, that the |

|Q / ( B - V ) ' S are small for the SRb and Lb variables. Normally £(B-V) < 0?12, |

E':: with the exception of T Centauri, X Monocerotis and V744 Centauri, and the ']

f-7\ carbon stars T Indi and X Trianguli Australis. 1

p-: The Lb variables of spectral type M all have (with the exception of V744 j

|g Centauri, XT Serpentis and RXLeporis) ^(B-V) < 0.04. :J

12f The three variables in the lower left hand corner are Y Centauri, SU :

Wi - "!<

ftfc' Sagittarii (section 5.1) and EU Delphini. \

§| Note that for the carbon stars &(B~V) increases for redder (B-V). v

Figure 8 shows a plot of 5"(U-B) vs (B-V). For all stars, for which (U-B) ]

could be determined, we find £(U-B) < 0ra3. )

i"~. Exceptions are T Centauri, X Honocerotis, V744 Centauri and /iGruis. No 5

|| clear distinction seems to exist between the SRb and the Lb variables. ";

W- It will be noticed that, for a specified variable, always £(U-B) > S (B-V). :'•

jj Two plots have been made to show the relation between the amplitudes ;;;

si' themselves. i'

B The diagram Sv vs ^(B-V) is shown in Figure 9. There seems to be some 's

|c correlation between the two parameters, Th^ variables SW Virginis, s;

f X Trianguli Australis, f 4 Serpentis, EU Delpini and o 1 Centauri (SRd) ti

;•; definitely do not obey the relation. All Lb variables lie in the lower |

Kl lefthand corner of the diagram (except of course V744 Centauri). '%

f~;. From Figure 10 it may be found that there exists, at least for the SRb :|

stars, some correlation between S\ and £(U-B). Off the line fall V412 :,

f Centauri, V450 Aquilae, V369 Centauri and SW Virginis. |

r- One may have noticed that nearly always the same stars are the Jj

f_ exceptions to the rule. They are, for instance, the emission line stars 'Mt
E, ii
% T Centauri and X Honocerotis, carbon stars like X Trianguli Australis, the •"
! f _ ^ %-p

I; four stars especially mentioned in section 5.1 and the variable V744 Centauri
| (MS III). See also section 6.
£
p
f 5.3 The H-type variable stars.

| In section 5.1 we have given a general description of two colour

Hi aemama

f" detail, also in connection with other observations. We will restric ourselves

I to the variables of spectral type M, without emission features.

I
I

f diagrams. In the present section we will look at these diagrams in some more
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From Figure 3 we found that, if we took into consideration only our own

observations, there was a gap in the distribution of the M-type variables

in the two colour plane (see also,Fig. 5). Only EU Delphini was found in

the gap.

Or, a second possibility, did EU Delphini lie on a relation as indicated

by the dashed line in Figure 3, connecting the regime of the red variables

with the one of the yellow semiregular variable stars?

The remarkable behaviour of EU Delphini, resembling the stars above the gap

as well as below it in light and colour variation, (see Eggen (1973) Fig. 25)

suggests yet another possibility. Perhaps the gap is only the result of a

selection effect, and there exists a transition zone, of which EU Delphini

is a member. In order to solve this problem we have plotted in one diagram

our observations and the data given by Wing (1967) (Figure 11). It must be

emphasized that an uncertainty may have been introduced, since Wing's data

are the means of small numbers of observations, with sometimes large

spacings in time. This will not make much difference for the (B-V) values,

since the (B-V) amplitudes are rather small, but the (U-B) may be influenced,

as the $ (U-B) is larger than the S (B-V).

We can see from Figure 11, that the relation (B-V) vs (U-B) runs almost

vertical with (B^V) -^ 1.64 for (0-5) > 1.25, bends slightly towards bluer

(B-V), and bends towards redder (B-V) at (U-B) ~ 1 . 0 0 .

We are inclined to adopt the third possibility stated above, and to define

a regime in the two colour plane which we shall call the Locus of Red

Variables (herein after refered to as LBV). We will call the part of the

LRV for which (U^B) > + 1.00 the Lower part of the LRV (LLRV) and the

remaning section ( (U-B) 1.00) the Upper part of the LRV (ULRV). This may

be done since it was found in section 5.1 that the photometric behaviour

of the stars above and below the gap was substantially different.

Hoewever, one would like to know, if the stars which according to Wing's

list, fall on the ULRV, show the same photometric behaviour as our variables.

Smak (1964) observed only one possible member of the ULRV (CX Herculis),

but this lightcurve is based on five observations only, so no evidence could

be obtained on this star. Eggen's (1973) list contains two ULRV-stars,

BDoradus and RS Delphini, which are believed to show the same characteristics

as our variables.
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The data given by Glass and Feast (1973) suggest that the red variables

from 47 Tucanae and tf Centauri also fall on the LRV (see their Figure 7).

The vertical line in the Figures 5 and 11 represents the relation for

population I giants, as given by Lee (1970). It will be seen easily, that

the variable giants do not obey this relation. In Figure 5 all stars fall

to the left of the line; the variables are apparently much bluer.

Also, the spectral types, as indicated by Lee, do not agree with the spectral

types of the stars in our sample.

The spectral type of an M-type variable does not seem to define uniquely

the position of the star in the two colour plane (Smak (1964) has adopted

a relation between (U-B) and spectral type).

Furthermore it is not certain if all the variables belong to one population,

presumably they form a more or less mixed population.

Finally we will compere some observational data on the variables

which Eggen (1973) and the present paper have in common.

First of all it should be noticed that Eggens's lightcurves are based on

far fewer observations than ours. As nay be seen from our light curves, the

M-type variables show many more details and small Fcale fluctuations in

their light variation as is suggested by Eggen's hand drawn curves. We have

drawn our light curve of V523 Monocerotis together with the one by Eggen

in Figure 12.

The dashed line is the light curve as given by Eggen. The differences are

very conspicuous. We also compared the light curves of AK Hydrae. It appeared

that Eggen missed two maxima: one at JD 0980-1015 and a second one at

JD 1060-1084. (It was not easy to combine both light curves in one figure,

for neither variable.)

In Table IV we compare the colours of the variables Eggen has in common

with the present observations. It must be emphasized that the averages

were obtained in a different way, which may partly explain the differences.

Table IV

Eggen present paper

V523 Mon

AK Hya

V369 Cen

V450 Agl

EU Del

UW Peg

B-V

1.60

1.57

1.70

1.68

1.48

1.70

U-B

1.52

1.12

1.45

1.50

1.00

1.26

E(B-V)

0.10

0.02

0.06

0.06

0.05

0.04

B-V

1.56

1.50

1.65

1.57

1.35

1.64

U-B

1.63

1.17

1.47

1.45

0.96

1.38

E(U-B)

0.17

0.10

0.20

0.11

0.09

0.07
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Eggen's colour excesses are systematically smaller than ours. Eggen

determined the E(B-V)'s from nearby early type stars, our method had been

described in section 5.1.

From this comparison we can draw the conclusion, that the light variations

of the semiregular variables are really much more comlicated than one would

think, if only a few observations, distributed over a long time, are

available.

For completeness we also give a comparison between the stars

appearing in both our and Wing's lists (Table V ) .

Table V

Wing (1967) Present paper

B-V C-B B-V U-B

V450 Aql

V Del

EU Del

T 4 Ser

SW Vir

1.66

1.65

1.42

1.37

1.63

1.52

1.30

1.05

0.99

0.71

1.57

1.58

1.35

1.41

1.55

1.45

1.25

0.97

1.01

0.72

We think, the rather small differences justify the composite diagram,

given in Figure 11.



Section 6

Summary of the observed parameters, and an attempt to classify the red

variables.

Let us first summarize the results of sections 4 and 5 and see

if we can give an answer to the five problems, specified in section 2.

We will only give the general results to start with.

1) Periodicity. As we expected, it has been found that one cannot trust

the predictions at all. If a maximum came at the predicted time, or if

an observed period came out right, it must have been a chance hit.

Perhaps the mean period, taken over many cycles, will have any meaning,

but it remains doubtful. We will discuss this problem in section 8;for

1 classification purposes the period is of no use.

2) Amplitudes. The amplitude of the light variation S V is usually small:

Sv< 0m6. This is true for the M-type variables as well as for the carbon

stars. We can see however that the H-type Lb variables have 8V < 0.4, so

this is a first indication of a (photometric) difference between the

M-type SRb and Lb variables.

The amplitude <T(B-V) < 0m12 for the M-type variables. The Lb stars

of spectral type M all have <T(B-V) < 0.04, so the same conclusion holds

as in case of S\.

For the third amplitude we find «f(U-B) < 0m3. Of course these

results may be influenced by selection effects. There is no clear

distrinction between the different groups. Always «f((J-B) > S(B-V) '.

The iv and f(B-V) may serve as additional classification parameters,

since they do not uniquely separate the different classes.

3) Shape of the lightcurves. Inspection of Figures 2 will make it clear at

once that not one cycle repeats itself. The lightcurves vary greatly in

shape and often in amplitude from one cycle to the other. Humps and

shoulders are present in all types of variables. They appear at all phases,

but preferably close to the minimum, before as well as after (e.g.

V412 Cen). The occurence of those unpredictable minor irregularities

apperently is a common phenomenon in all red variable stars.

4' S?55Yi2HT_2l tne c o l o u r curves. This turned out to be very important.
From section 4 and Table II we see that a number of stars have A'P= 0.5,

while the others have not. This means that there exists a class of

variables which are bluest in both (B-V) and (U-B) at minimum light.

^̂ I
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We can see that, in the case of H-giant, if A<f= ?, then usually

£(B-V) is very small. The quantity A^may serve very well as a

classification parameter.

5) Mean colours and_loops_in_the_two_colour_plane. In the (U-B) - (B-V)

plane the red variables define a curved strip which we have called the

LRV (Locus of Red Variables). The LLRV lies about 0?5 above the type K

giant sequence.

What we have found under (4) can be made even clearer if we follow the

paths of the red variables in the (U-B) vs (B-V) plane (Fig. 13). We

observe that we have one class of variables for which the loops are very

narrow and run parallel to the LLRV (e.g. T^Aps). In this case the bluest

point in the two colour plane occurs at minimum light and the reddest

point at maximum light.

For the other variables the loops are shorter and wider (U Del, SW Vir).

The ULRV stars with redder (B^V) (SW Vir, RR Car) apparently have a larger

S(U-B) (Fig. 14).

The loops in the (U-B) - (B-V) plane can evidently be used to distinguish

between various classes of red variables, especially for those of spectral

type M.

We are now able to make a more detailed classification for at least

part of the red variables, which is based on the following observational data.

a) Spectral type. This will be used to distinguish between H type stars and

carbon stars, stars with and without emission lines, giants and supergiants.

b) Mean colours. They will separate the Upper LRV from the Lower LRV.

c) A<p. The phase difference numer divides the H-type variables on the LRV in

two groups.

d) Loops in the two colour plane. Same as b and c.

eySV and o(B-V). They may serve as an additional support to a classification

based on the foregoing characteristics.

So finally we may tentatively define the following classification scheme for

the giant red variables.

Group I LLRV: Spectral type H; A V = 0.5; long and narrow loops

in the two-colour plane (SRb in the GCVS)

~67~



Group II Spectral type M; JMf = ?; short, irregular loops in j

the two-colour plane; small &V and if(B-V). (Lb in \

GCVS). \

Groups III & IV Carbon stars; 4<f~<> j

The next two groups are not really newly defined, as we did not have enough j

observations to distinguish possible members. I

Group V (SRa in the GCVS) j

• With respect to this group we have to make the J

following remarks: unfortunately we had only three j

SRa variables on our programme, and all three had a •;.

quite different spectral types, so we can not say \

very much about this type of variables. i

RY Mon will most probably belong to groups IV or V, and •
'i

T Cen is sometimes regarded as a short period Mira j

variable (Feast, 1963). \
\

The H-type SRa variables will possibly form a separate \
~\

group, but the differences with groups I and II will i1
yet have to be established. (

\

Group VI (SRd in the GCVS) I

As has been discussed earlier, the super giants are |

distinguished from the giants on the basis of their |

spectra. In the GCVS one has the SRc variables (not \

one in the present survey) and the SRd stars (yellow f

supergiants), three of which have been observed. J

They have in common the property A <P= 0. Ij

It must be emphasized that the proposed scheme is based on UBV measurements only i*
&

The entire picture might change if other types of observations are included. a

Next we have to make a few remarks on some individual stars.

RX Lep has been classified Lb in the GCVS, but it c^arly belongs to Group I

(see also Fig. 13). In section 4 RX Lep has already been included in this

group.

V744 Cen (Lb) has been included in Group II, but it clearly is an exceptional

case, with very large amplitudes, irregular light variations and A<P= 0.5+.

It also has a very late type spectrum : M 8 III.

V450 Aql (SRa) is probably a member of Group I. Although the spectral type

(H8) and colours are the same as those of V744 Cen, the photometric behaviour

of the two stars is quite different.
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EU Del shows some of the characteristics of the ULRV stars.

IW Car has been included in Group IV (SRd) because of its having 4f= 0.

It was classified RVb in the GCVS, but we do not believe it to be an RV

Tauri star, since apparently no emission lines are present (4^*= 0) (See

also: Preston et al. (1963), Du Puy (1973), from which we find &<f= 0.5+

for the RV Tau stars).

In the case of the carbon stars there is apparently not much difference

between the SRb and the Lb variables. Perhaps they are only different with

respect to their spectral types (C, N, R, S).

imB=SU».IiM=CS»JjaWT.iissS^JSS;liK;*!'^-S^.£:
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Section 7

Discussion

It has become clear from the previous sections, that the behaviour

of the colours (B-V) and (U-B) play an important part in the discussion of

the M-type variables. We have seen that, in the two colour-plane, the LRV

shows a turn-off at (U-B)/-w 1.0. There are some arguments which may support

our belief in the reality of this turn-off.

In Figures IS and 16 the parameter Q has been plotted versus (B-V) and (U-B).

The values derived from Wing's (1967) list have been included in both diagrams.

It will be noticed '—.n. the Q vs (B-V) diagram shows a turn-off at Q -•'0.0.

The scatter in (B^V) is quite large. The relation Q vs (U-B) is beautifully

linear, with only a small scatter. There, possibly, is a slight bending at

very blue Q's. The whole LRV has been transformed into one straight line.

Wing's stars follow the relation very closely.

We have also examined the relation between Q and the intrinsic (U-B)o, as

derived with the aid of Eqs. 2. We found a strip, with the same scatter and

exactly the sane slope, as compared with Fig. 16, but with a difference of

0?07 in (U-B). The slopes have been determined from a least-squares solution.

Wing (1967) gives relations between the inverse temperature S and the colour

indices (his Figures 12 and 13). For spectral types later than M2 we see

again a curve (B-V) vs 8 relation, and a straight line for (U-B) vs 8.

The turn-off of the (B-V) diagrams always seems to occur at (B-V)—' +1.5.

It is probably not possible at the present moment to give an explanation

for the existence of the LRV in the form given in the two colour diagram,

or, to put the question in an other form: "Why does the (B-V) become redder

again, if (U-B) is bluer than, say, + 1.00?"

Since we have no detailed knowledge on the atmospheres of late-type stars,

we can only give some general arguments. It has been stated by various

authors (Smak 1964, Wing 1967) that any. variation in the concentration of

TiO will heaviley influence the (B-V) and also the (U-B) colour indices.

A reduction in temperature for instance will make both (B-V) and (U-B)

redder, but will also make the absorption bands of TiO stronger, and

consequently both (U-B) adn (B-V) bluer, since TiO absorpstion is stronger

in V than in B, and absent in U. The temperature effect and the TiO effect

work in opposite directions.

~7I~



We have to emphasize here, that one must make a distinction \

between stars with and stars without emission lines. |

The behaviour of the colour curves is usually different (cfx. T Centauri,

X Monocerotis, the RV Tauri variables), because of the influence of hydrogen

emission lines present at various phases of the light variation.

We also have the impression that variables with emission lines show a greater

regularity.in their light variation than those without, for instance Mira

variables vs SRc stars, RV Tauri vs SRd variables.

It does not seem to be clear why within virtually one group some stars do

show emission lines, while others do not.

It will also have been noticed, that the carbon stars have much redder

colours than the M-type variables, although they have more or less the same

temperature. Also they have 4^*= 0, compared with fl<p= 0,5 for the group I

stars.

TiO is absent in the carbon stars, but seems to be more abundant in the stars

of group I (LLRV) than in the stars of group 7.1 (LLRV) as judged from

and the amplitudes. The abundance ratio c/a is very important in this respect

(see e.g. Tsuji, 1978, Edmunds, 1978).

The TiO effect also seems to be stronger for the ULRV-variables. The reasons

for this behaviour is not yet clear.

One could think of population differences, for instance differences in chemica]

composition.

If metals become more abundant, this must have an effect on the U-magnitude,

since in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum numerous metallic absorption

lines are present. Tsuji (op.cit.) argued, that the metallic lines will not

have very much influence on the molecular band-opacity at longer wave lengths,

so the (U-B) will tend to become redder.

It remains to be seen, wether this effect is large enough to explain the

difference in (U-B) along the LRV, also because the stars in our sample are

not very different in spectral type.



Section 8

On the periodicity of the red variables

8.1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the variations in brightness of the giant

red variables are not regular at all. There are continuous changes in period

as well as in shape and amplitude of the light curves, which makes it

impossible to predict maxima with a reasonable accuracy.

(See papers by the Gaposchkina in various volumes of the Harvard Annals, and

this paper).

It seems that the variation in brightness isn't really periodic, which leads

us to the suspicion, that the variations might be the result of stochastic

rather than harmonic processes, or that possibly present regular variations

are masked by strong non-harmonic (random) phenomena.

In the present section we investigate this possibility and we will compare

artificial light curves with real ones.

Other investigations have been made or suggested by Ashbrook et al. (1954)

and Deeming (1970), who gives a nice comprehensive review of the underlying

ideas. Following their suggestions we will apply autoregressive processes

to generate the model light curves. The theory has also been given to some

extent by Jenkins and Watts (1968, J.W.).

We will combine the symbols used by Deeming and J.W.

8.2 SUMMARY OF THE THEORY; MODELS

The continuous second order autoregressive process is defined by

the equation

J« d2x
z(t) (Eq. 1)

- dt*. + 8_dt + *

z(t) is a random force function. The natural period of the system in the

absence of damping (S = 0) is 2 T.

Critical damping occurs if S = 2T, which will appear to be an important

condition.

• ,.fe
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The discrete version of Eq. X has been given by Deeming:

This is the discrete second order autoregressive process in the form given

by J.W. From the definitions of ot.and cfx(Eq. 3) it follows at once that the

process is stable (JW, pp. 48, 165), It has also been shown by JW that, if

eC* 2 ~ 4°^» t n e theoretical autocorrelation function (tacf) has the form

of an exponential without peaks. This case corresponds with 2T £ S, the

critically and stronger damped systems, defined by Eq. 1. If eit <" — */of-i

the tacf is a damped cosine, damped stronger if S increases. This second case

corresponds with 2T>S, the lightly damped or undamped systems.

Eq. 4 has been used to generate the model light curves.

Uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval (0,1) have been computed

and converted to Gaussian. The results are the numbers Z t in Eq. 4. The model

light curves are shown in Fig. 17.

The same initial conditions (x
t-1

x = 0) and the same sequence of random
t—2

numbers have been used for all the curves.

Only the curves for which T = 12 are shown, so the observed variations are

a function of S only (but of both eC, and c(^ ) .

8.3 DISCUSSION

The curves can be separated into two different groups:

The curves in the first group (S 5-2T) are very irregular, and no trace of

periodicity can be detected.

a • -fit r " -
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In the second case (S 4. 2T) we can observe very clearly the effect of the

decrease of S. The amplitudes of the model light curves increase, going

to smaller S, and a sort of "periodicity" is beginning to develop, especially

in the first half of the diagram.

We also observe that small ripples are smoothed and finally disappear almost

completely.

If we keep S constant and increase T, the autoregressive chain will show

its apparent periodicity over many cycles, the effect ° * Z t being slight

changes in shape, phase and amplitude of the light curve. (Eddington and

Plakidis, 1929; type 3 variability).

In practice we cannot have too large a difference between T and S, otherwise

the system becomes unstable (See JW, pp 48 and 165).

We can see, that there are many striking similarities between the model light

curves and real ones (this paper, the Gaposchkins, eg. volume 115 of the

Harvard Annals).

Variation for S for a given T (T=12 in fig./7) produces a sequence of models

which have the same properties as the observed light curves. If we identify

the case S ? 2T with the Lb variables, and the case S < 2T with the SR-typea,

then we have in fact constructed a series of models with the same properties

of the real light curves: Lb, SRb, SRa(-M?); namely increasing amplitudes,

smoother light curves and possibly comparable apparent periods. Humps and

shoulders, appearing at unpredictable times on the real light curves are also i
4

clearly visible on the models, and they behave in exactly the same way. J

If the observations cover only a part of the light curve (like the first half I

of the models) one may easily be misled by the regular appearance of the curve, |

and one may confidently derive periods, which could well be meaningless.

It has also been observed that the apparant periodicity of the SR variables

may disappear after a certain time; this phenomeon is also visible on the

model light curves.

Considering all the arguments we tentatively draw the conclusion that the

observed light variations of the giant red variables could be the result of

stochastic processes (or at least that randomly occuring phenomena are dominant

over regular ones). The very nature of these processes is not known at present.

One could think of the occurrence of giant "star spots", bright spots on the

surface, or whatever one might expect in an extended and convective cool

stallar atmosphere.



I
&! The possibility of bright spots has been indicated by Schwarzschild (1975).

I,; In this context the remark by Tsuji (1978), that TiO absorption is very

|| sensitive to temperature, is of importance, since Schwarzschild found,

i that his "bright spots" may have temperatures of 1000 K higher than their

I- surroundings.

if Finally we will ask a rather speculative question: what if cC, and of2

% are not constant for a given star, but vary slowly with time?

jj In other words, will an Lb star eventually evolve into an SR variable

I (or the other way around), so that different types of variability only

|. represent different stages in evolution? (Note that both Lb and SRb

I variables are found in the same region in the (B-V) - (U-B) plane (paper I)).
h

\ Feast (1972) has remarked that an evolution from SR into Me variables is

\, suggested by the SR and Me variables in 47 Tucanae.

.*- Going to cooler stars, past the constant stars at the tiMK>f the giant

!.; branch, one encounters variables of increasing period and amplitude, first

•; the semiregulars, then the Mira's. Wilson (1942) noted that among the

f- irregular and semiregular variables no correlation could be found of the
i.

j§ absolute magnitude with type, period and character fo the light variation.

I Finally, Feast et al (1972) found no evidence for a dependence, in the case

i of the SR variables, of mean kinematic property on period.

f. So considering all the arguments, it does not seem too farfetched to adopt

I a stochastic model for the lightvariation of the giant red variables, and to

t place them in one (evolutionary?) sequence.

I



Section 9

Summary. Concluding remarks.

Three colour UBV observations of southern semiregular and

irregular red variable stars are presented.

Well covered light and colour curves have been obtained for ca. 40 stars.

In most cases the observations span more than one cycle.

A short description is given for all individual variables. The observations

are accurate enough to reveal many minor irregularities in the lightvariation.

The SRb and Lb variables define a narrow curved strip in the (U-B) - (B-V)

diagram. This strip has been called the Locus of Red Variables (LRV).

The OJ-B) of the variables is about 0.5 magnitudes bluer than that of the

K III giants.

On the basis of our observations the small amplitude variables can roughly

be divided into three groups: the carbon stars and two groups of H-type stars.

The M-type stars are separated by their behaviour in light and colour, and

even more so by the colour curves.

For one group (U-B) and (B-V) are both bluest at minimum light, and reddest

at "^imum light (in V).

This is not the case for the other group.

Stars in the first group describe narrow loops, parallel to the LRV, in the

two colour plane, for the stars in the second group the 'jops are short and

broad.

The amplitudes SV and J"(B-V) for the first group are systematically larger

than those of the second group.

The first group can be identified with the SRb variables, the second one with

the Lb stars.

A linear relation seems to exist between iv and f(B-V). For one star the

amplitude & (U-B) is always larger than S(B-V).

The LRV stars with (U-B) < 1.0 have more irregular variations in light and

colour.

The existence of the LRV and the behaviour of the Q - (U-B) and Q - (B-V)

diagrams have been compared with the results obtained by Wing (1967).

It can be noted, that Wing's relation between colour and inverse temperature

is reflected in our results, namely a curvature at (B-V) ̂ 1 . 5 , and straight

lines for (U-B).



An absolute magnitude Mv= -0.9 has been derived with Jung's (1970) method.

With the aid of the second order autoregressive process model lightcurves

have been constructed. The models show a striking resemblance to the real

lightcurves. The series Lb - SRb - SRa (-M) can be reproduced.

It is suggested that the lightvariationa of the red giants could be the

result of stochastic processes.

In that case the published periods of the SR stars could very well be

meaningless.

The observations, presented in this paper, have been made in the UBV system,

obviously not the most suitable system in the case of the red variables.

It might very veil be, that the changing opacity, caused particularly by

TiO absorption bands, is the most important source of lightvariation at

short wavelengths.

In the case of Mira variables it is well known that the infrared amplitudes

are much smaller than the amplitude in visual light. If this is also true

for the small amplitude variables, they will have a very small infrared

amplitude indeed, and probably very small temperature variation.

Tsjui (1978) remarked, that TiO absorption is very sensitive to temperature.

Combined with Schwarzschild's (1975) suggestion of the possible existance of

large, hot convection cells, this might lead to a new approach to the causes

of variability of the small amplitude variables.

If we do not preclude the possibility that very large scale convection might

evolve to some sort of pulsation, then the different types of variable stars

represent different stages of evolution.

Unfortunately the theoretical problems involved are as yet so enormous that

the proposed scheme cannot be proved.

The only thing I can say at the moment is that the observational evidence is

not in contradiction with this idea (see also Feast, 1972).
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APPB.3IX

is

IS

I

The absolute magnitudes of the variables In group I (SRb)

Up till now there exist only a few papers dealing with the absolute

magnitudhs of the irregular red giant variables. (Joy, 1942, and Wilson, 1942).

Joy found a spectroscopic absolute magnitude M^ = -0.9. The same value was

found by Wilson from radial velocities and proper motions. The second author

also made the important observation that there is nor correlation of the

absolute magnitude M with type, period or character of the light variation.

We have decided to derive new absolute magnitudes for the SRb (group I)

variables, since new proper motions for the SR variables have been published

recently by Blackwell and Lowne (1968) In the computation of H the method

based on the principle of maximum likelihood, as described by Jung (1970)

with the linearization by Heck (1972) has been applied. (The linearization

facilitates the computation of <r , the intrinsic scatter of the sample.)
M

We finally selected a fairly homogeneous sample of stars, almost all having

spectral types M5III - M6III, without emission lines. Radial velocities have

been taken from Wilson's (1953) catalogue.

Proper motions from the AGK3, put at my disposal by Dr. J. Jung, together

with radial velocities from the same source, have been used to define a

second sample.

For the apparent magnitudes we have used the V from Table II if the star

was in our sample, otherwise the mean value taken from the GCVS was used.

Blue magnitudes have been reduced to visual magnitudes, assuming that

(B-V) = + 1.50 for all of the sample stars.

Both samples contain thirty stars, they have 23 stars in common.

The results for both samples are given in the following table. They are

corrected for bias, caused by random errors on the proper motions (see Jung.

1970, section 3).

"M2 U vSample M W
U W

B and

AGK3

L -0

-0

.9

.6
i °
+ 0

.3

.4

0.

0.

46

36

-2

3

-26

-33

-17

- 9

61

62

34

31

35

36

The two determinations of M agree quite well, but we are inclined to give

t£s proper motions of Blackwell and Lowne higher weight, since the AGK proper

motions are based on a much shorter time interval.



We then adopt M = -0.9 as absolute magnitude for the SRb (group 1)

variables. Our result is in excellent agreement with the values found by

Joy and Wilson. In view of the small sample at hand, we will refrain from

discussing the space motions and velocity dispersions. One may note however

that the ratios of the axes of the velocity ellipsoid C / <T and «*"/ <7" agee

fairly well with the values found by Feast (1963) for the short period Mira

variables, but do not at all agree with Feast's (1972) values for the SR

variables.

This might be explained by the fact that Feast's sample containes all sort

of SR variables, while ours only deals with SRb variables within a narrow

range of spectral types, and the fact that our sample is much smaller.

Footnote

The results described in this section have been derived with the kind

cooperation of Messrs. Jean Jung of Strassbourg and Andre Heck of Liege.
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